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SUlVllVlARY

Because of its unique position as the heaviest element

occurring naturally in greater than trace quantities in the

earth's crust and as the fuet for nuclear reactors the

chemistry of uranium has been extensively investigated.

Despite this, a most fundamental kinetic property of a metal

ion in solution, solvent exchange, had not been thoroughly

researched for the dioxouranium VI ion. This thesis is a

study of the solvent exchange kinetics of a number of

solvents on that metal ion.

A series of dioxouranium VT solvate complexes \^/ere

prepared in which the solvent was a unidentate oxygen

donor liquid. Variable temperature proton magnetic

resonance studies of these complexes in inert diluent

( d2-dichloromethane , d 3 -acetonitri le, d5 -acetone) /solvent

solutions produced a series of exchange modified spectra.

Complete lineshape analysis of digitally recorded spectra

created a computer simulation for each recorded spectrumt

from which rate of exchange and activation parameters \^rere

derived. By varying the concentration of the solutions

an order of exchange l^las determined with respect to each

solvent.

The kinetic results obtained divided ínto two groups.

when the solvent (S) utilízed was dimethylsulphoxide (dmso) '
N-methylacetamide (nma), N,N-dimethylformamide (dmf) or

(iv)



111r3r3-tetramethylurea (tmu), the rate of exchange was

independent of the concenLration of solvent. In the

presence of excess solvent the vastly predominating

dioxouranium VI ion in solution was Uo2(s) s2*. A typical

set of kinetic data were those obtained with the

[uor(nma) s] 2+/nma/co3CN system where k"*(273K) = 336 t 16 s-1

LHI = 54.4 t 0.6 kJ.mol-l and LSI = 3.3 t 2.3 J.mol-l.K-1

for a solution with [uO2 (nma) 5lz+/nma/cD3CN concentrations

0.L624 mol.dm-3, 0.6613 mol.dm-3 and 15.9 mol.dm-3

respectively. The rate parameters are virtually independent

of nma concentration over a 56.9 fold concentration range.

blith the solvents hexamethylphosphoramide (hmpa),

N-formylpiperidine (fpp) and N-formylpyrrolidine (fpr) the

rate of exchange \^/as dependent on solvent concentration

following a rate 1aw of the form yk"*[Uo2(S)O2+J =

y (k r + k2 [S ] ) luoz (s ) O'*]. The number of solvent molecules ,

y, coordínated to the dioxouranium VI ion in

d2-dichloromethane/solvent solutions was four for hmpa and

five for fpp and fpr. Typical kinetic results were those

for fpr as solvent, where kr,22OK) = 42.6 ! 0.5 s-1,

Lgl = 30.7 ! L.4 kJ.mol-Ì, LSI = -7I.6 ! 6.3 J.mo1-t.K-r;

ï2f,,2OK) = 369 t 20 s-I.mo1-1, LHI = 30.5 ! 1.0 kJ.mol-l
J

and ASr = -54.9 ¡ 5.0 J.mo1-l.6-I over a 2I.6 fold

concentration range in fpr.

Interpretation of the kinetic results in terms of

ptausible mechanisms was made on the basis of reaction order

and the variation of coordination number of the dioxouranium

VI ion. The mechanism proposed, d.issociative for group I
(v)



solvents and. both dissociative and associative for group II

required the formation of coordination numbers 5, 6 | 7 or I

for the uranium atom in the reactive intermediate of the

exchange process. The known examples of coordination

numbers 6, 7 or 8 in the solid state and 6 or 7 in solution

for the ground state compounds (not reactive intermediates)

were used to argue the plausibility of the proposed

mechanisms.

Reasons for the unique behaviour of the dioxouranium VI

ion in solvent exchange have been rationalized in terms of

its structure. The AHI versus Asl plot suggested a charge

on the uranium atom of betweerl +2 and +3 caused by the

bonding of the two oxo ligands. The presence of these

Iigands was also considered to stabilize a number of

coordination numbers and so facilitate the various kinetic

pathways observed in solvent exchange on the dioxouranium

vl- r_on.
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CHAPTER 1

I NTRODUCTI ON

1.1 Substitution on a solvated metal ion

The kinetics and mechanisms of formation of metal

complexes ha\æ been widety studied. The solvated metal ion,

or solvento complex, and. solvent or ligand exchange thereon

is potentially the simplest such process and often the

primary process in the formation of ne\^r complexes. Much

has been written on the subject but probably the most

significant clarification of such processes was made by

Eigenr,2,3. Eigen has evaluated the avaílable data on the

substitution of aquo metal ions and classified the metal

ion behaviour under three headings.

I Those metal ions where the coordinated water

molecules are so labile that substitution occurs at

almost every encounter. The overall process

therefore proceeds at near diffusion controlled rates

and the rate determining step cannot be meaningfully

separated from the overall rate.

Meta1 ions where the coordinated. water molecules are

so firmly bound in the inner coordination sphere that

protolysis of the water molecule becomes more

favourable than sr:bstitution. The rate therefore is

dependent on the nature of the solvent coordinated'.

IÏ
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TII Metal íons which display well defined substitution

rates characterised by the following three

observations.

(a) The rate of substitution for a given metal ion

is almost independent of the nature of the

substituting ligand.

(b) If in multiple substitution a ligand is more

tightly bound than the substituted solvent

molecule it will labilize the rest of the inner

sphere molecules and conversely they will be

stabilized if the ligand is less t'ightly bound.

(c) In general the rate of sr:bstitution is slower

the higher the charge and the smaller the ion.

The solvent exchange process in which one solvent

molecule replaces another in the first coordination sphere

is the most general case of substitution on the solvated

metat ion because no net chemical reaction takes p1ace.

MS + *s ? yt*ss +S

where * is a topographical distinction only. Because this

process has a "prOduct" and, a "reactAnt" which are identical'

interpretation of the mechanism does not depend on Eigenrs

observation of the labilization or stabilization of the

inner sphere molecules because subsequent substitutions

are identical to initiat substitutions. By careful

selection of solvents protolysis of the coordinated solvent

m+
n

m+
n-1
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molecule rather than substitution can be avoided and hence

solvent exchange can in theory be investigated on all but

the very fast (type r) metal ions. By studying solvent

exchange using a large number of solvents it should be

possible to observe the variation of the exchange rate of

different solvento species and hence determine exchange

rates and activation parameters for that metal ion.

Prior to further consideration of possible ions, the

methods for determining solvent/ligand exchange rates are

revíewed.

I.2 The study of solvent exchange

The fundamental reason for studying solvent exchange'

the lack of a net chemical reaction, necessitates the use

of nuclear rather than molecular changes for observing the

process. The simplest technique, an isotopic substitution

reaction, can only be used where the lifetime of the

solvento complex is very much greater than the sampling

time required to determine the isotopic distribution.

Hunt et aI.4 successfutly measured the exchange of water

on [cr(H zo) ø] 3+ using 180 enriched water.

The availability of n.m.r. spectrometers has made

possible the study of many labile solvent exchange systems.

The absorption mode (V) lineshape for an n.m-r. signal

under continuous slow passage experimental conditions is

represented by the steady state solution to the Bloch

equations 5 .
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-M YBrTozeq' L ' (eq.I)
1 * Tz2 (oo u) 2 + y2Bt'TrTr.

where o is swept through trrg (the resonance frequency) such

that the change in the Èransverse component of the complex

magnetization is zero (dMxy/dt = 0); 81 the linearly

oscillating magnetic field in the x direction is sufficiently

small that the z component is approxj-mately equal to the

equilibrium value at all times (Mz " oor"n) ; the transverse

component of the magnetization is sma1l. If Bt is so small

that yzBt'TrT2 can loe ignored in the denominator then the

equation becomes

-M YB rTzzeq (eq.2)
L + T22 (t¡o $) 2

which represents a Lorentzían lineshape where,

M-^- is the z component of the bulk magnetization at thermal
zeq

equilibrium.

y is the magnetogyric ratio.

81 is the linearly oscillating magnetic field in the x

direction.

12 is the transverse relaxation time (including effect.s

arising from field inhomogeneity) .

û)g is the resonant (Larmor) frequency of the observed

nucleus.

ur is the radio frequency of the n.m.r. probe.

V

V
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The modification of the lineshape due to kinetic

phenomena of which solvent exchange is one possible type

can be described by modifying the Bloch equations5.

Treatment of this has been reported by several authors' t7 .

If the magnetic sites, between which the exchange is taking

place, have different chemical shifts, then the observed

spectrum will be two Lorentzian lineshapes when the rate

of exchange is slow. Each Lorentzian lineshape can be

described by the Bloch equations5.

x (eq.3)= y(MyBo + MzBrsinot) T2

MdMxE

dM

¡f=Y(MzBrcosot-MxBo)
MJ
T2

( tt't -t4ze z0
T1

(eq.4)

(eq.5)
dM

# = y(-MxBrsinurt - *o"rcosurt)

Tf the time required for a transfer of the nucleus from a

free (F) to a bound state (B) is so small that no change

in nuclear spin precession takes place during the transfer

the nucteus will arrive in the bound state with the same

phase which it fraa in the free state. This causes a

dephasing to occur at the bound site (B) and an increase

ir M*yB, the transverse component of the magnetization,

while at the same time causing a reduction in M*yf.

Similar1y, the movement of a nucleus from the bound to the

free state witl cause nuclear dephasing at site F with

resulting increase it M"y, and decrease it M*yg. The

following modifications to the Bloch equations are necessary.
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dM

# = -oFM*yF - iYBrMzeqr +

dM

-# = -*eMxyB iYBrMr"qs +
M

XV.B'

5¡Ë

MxyIJ

5vå

(Mrr MzeqF = PAMr"q' MzB = MzeqB = nBtr"q)

-iPFyB rMr.q orMxyr + 5s

T
(eq.6)

B F

T
(eq. 7)

F B

solvent site and B to a bound

a free site.

a bound site.

conditions, continuous wave slow

varied slowly) the equation can be

T
(eq.8)

TF
B

T

T

where F refers to a free

solvent site.

1oF = E- - i(oo' o)
2T'

1oB = 
%- 

i(ooB t¡)

-F is the lifetime of

.B is the lifetime of

Under experimental

passage (Br is sma1l and

further simplified.

-iP"YBrMr"q = *BMxyB + þ

5vq

5Ë (eq.9 )
T T

B F

where P" and P" are the respective mole fractions of the

free and bound sites respectively. The total transverse

component of the magnetization is

M =I[ +Mxy xyH xyu
(eq.10)
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and can be expressed in terms of 'r,. and .B such that

-ivB (rp + -B + -FrB (orPg + o"Pr) )Mze
Mxy * oFtF +0, T

I 1

(eq.1t)

(eq.13)

(eq.14)

(eq.15)

(eq.16)

(eq.17)

(eq.1B)

B B

The intensity of absorption of frequency trl is proportional

to the imaginary part of M and is expressed asxy

\/=
-yBrMzeq(y(1 + t (p"/rr, + Pr,/T2l.'t) + QR)

(eq.12)
y2+p2

I r ¡ D Ât¡21where Y = tlfæ; - ött'' . l_l 2B

Pr
t2F

P
B+ +

T

Ao
T (P' PB) )

ft=u'['+.[+ +] ]
.IAt¡+ T T

ne)

T2B 2B

+

-(¡

AroT (P
F

PFtBT=P T
B F

Ar¡ = û) u)
OF OB

ôr¡ = ålro, to"l

This general equation can be simplified if its

behaviour is considered under a series of limiting conditions.

1. Very slow exchange

IVhen tit, .;t .. 
|,o,,

simplifies to

0oB f r;å, t;À equation L2



B

$= + (eq.19)
(o

OF
(ur - u)z

oB

This represents two narrow Lorentzian líneshapes centred

ato and o 0B'OF

2. Slow exchange

-YB i nrtr"qtli -YB rqBMz

when -it, .;t .. l,o, ro"I but tll

" t;å equation 12 simplifies to

- u)2,;3 + 2t
B

T-
2

m-1
'28

and

-1
B

T

!=

m-l
'2î

{r;l + -"t)' +

-yBrPFMr.q{t;} + .;t) -yB rP"Mr"o (tlÅ r -I
B

(rti+

hlhen .F t ,

simplifies to

(ol - $12tut) ' +
+

(t¡ u)2
OB

(eq.20 )

This represents two Lorentzian lineshapes centred at oo,'

and oos but with linewidth {rl} + -;t) and {r!fl + .;t)
compared to T;å and tlj in the very slow exchange case.

3. Fast exchange

When .it, -;t t lr'F ,o"l one signal, a broad

Lorentzian lineshape is observed centred at (Ppoor + PBo0B) .

OF

4 Very fast exchange

Harf wid,thi=P.þ +P3P3
t2E '2H-

0oB
F

(¡

m-l
'28

¡z +(rr te)
0

-I
B

u)
m-1
'2F'0

't
F

(¡
B

equation L2
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_yBrMreq{err;$ * pe
';a)V (eq.21)

(PFUå + e"r;|) 2 (P¡'' 
o¡'

+P u)
OB

+
B

This represents a narro\^7 LOrentzian lineshape centred at

(Pfro¡, * Pgrog) and linewidth (erf;$

Utilizlng these equations simulated exchange modified

n.m.r. lineshapes can be generated for comparison with

observed exchange modified n.m.r. spectra. Limitations on

the use of this method can be inferred from the equations.

Linewidths must be narrow at very slow exchange and at very

fast exchange (on the n.m.r. timescale) . If the metal ion

used is paramagnetic and causes rapid dephasing of the

observed nucleus the very broad lines resulting cannot be

easily treated by this method. As the values of r, the

life time, must vary from.it, t;t " lro" -,0"1, ,;i,

r;å to t;t, .ãt tt lro" ,o"l , r;i, r;i the rate of exchanee

for the process must vary through this range between the

extremes of temperature of the liquid range of the diluent

in the n.m.r. sample.

1.3 Choice of the dioxouranium VI ion

The selection of a suitable metal ion was a

prerequisite for the study and the following five conditions

were used as a basis for selectíon.

u)2

+ PBr;å)
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Available or easily prepared as an aquated

perchlorate salt.

Very stable oxidation state.

Forms stoichiometric solvento complexes in

solution.

4. Rate of exchange reactions compatible with

the n.m.r" timescale.

5. Solvento complexes soluble in diluent

(dichloromethane, acetonitrile, acetone)'

The perchlorate salt was selected to avoid complicating

competition reactions between anions and solvent molecules

for positions in the first coordination sphere. A further

advantage of this anion is that its salts are often soluble

in polar organic solvents.

A study of the literature on solvent exchange and

coordination numbers of metal ions in solution revealed

one ion, the dioxouranium VI ion, as the outstanding ion

for further study. The compounds [Uoz (tmp) s] (Cl,O+) z I ,

luoz (tep) s] (cl.o,*) z 8, [uoz (dmmp) s] (cr.o+) z e ,

luoz (óuna) sl {cl,ou¡ , i0 and [uo2 (amf ) s] (cr.o+) z I I had all
been prepared and found to be soluble in dichloromethane.

Furthermore the solvent exchange of tmp8, tep8, dmmpg and

dmal0 on their respective complexes \^7ere reported using

the complete lineshape analysis method'. The rate of

solvent exchange for these four solvents was therefore

compatible with the complete Iineshape analysis method and

1

2

3
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and so hopefully other solvents would also be possi¡te.

The opportunity for further work on the dioxouranium VI

ion was enhanced by the pu-blished spectrall for the

exchange of dmf on luoz(¿¡¡f) s]2+. The novel spectrum of

the coordinated dmf and coalescence pattern of dmf exchange

required. only further treatment to determine kinetic

parameters and mechanism of exchange.

Fratiello et al. have reported several studies of

coordination numbers of metal ions in solution using n.m.r.

techniques. Their reports of the coordination number of

the dioxouranium Vr ion in the presence of excess hmpar2

or dmsol 3 state that the species existing in solution are

[UO2 (hmpa) + ] 2+ and IUOz (dmso) + ] 2+. A crystal structure

study has been reported for [uoz(hmpa) u] (cÎ,oa) z 14 so this

complex with only four solvent molecules coordinated has

been well characterized. By studying the solvent exchange

of hmpa on [uoz(frmpa)+]2+ it was hoped to contrast the

activation parameters and exchange mechanism with those

reported for the [uo2s sf2+ complexes.

The d.ioxouranium VI ion is linearl5 and the oxo

ligands are kinetically inertl 6 , I7. Coordination of ligands

(other than the axial oxo ligands) to the uranium atom is

confined to a plane perpendicular to the axis of the ion.

The ideal structures of solvento complexes in which three,

four or five identical donor molecules are coordinated in

the equatorial plane are' trigonal bipyramid.al' square

bipyramidal (distorted octahedral) and pentagonal
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bipyramidal respectively. The major symmetry axis in the

dioxouranium VI ion is the C- axis which is reduced to C'

where n is the number of coordinated solvent molecules.

As all solvent molecules are therefore related by an axis

of symmetry the n.m.r. spectrum of a solvated dioxouranium

VI ion witl have only one set of solvent resonances despite

a variation in occupancy of the equatorial plane by solvent

molecules.

The aim of this thesis was therefore to study the

solvent exchange of various solvents on the dioxouranium

VI ion starting with the solvents dmf, dmso and hmpa, with

the intention of determining the coordination number of

the uranium atom in solution and the mechanism by which

solvent exchange takes place.
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CHAPTER 2

2.L The dmf ligand

A yellow hygroscopic solid which analysed as

[uoz (¿*f ) sJ {cl,ou) z rtras isolated from the preparation

reaction. The IH n.m.r. spectrum of the compound,

dissolved in d2-dichloromethane, consisted of resonances

with areas 1:6 in contrast to the IH n.m.r. spectrum of

dmf which has three resonances of areas 1:3:3. The small

resonance \^ras characteristic of a formyl proton while the

chemical shift of the other resonance was consistent with

N-methyl protons. In dmf the carbonyl C-N partial double

bond restricts rotationl I about that bond so that at and

below room temperature two resonances are observed for the

N-methyl protons. A solution containing equal proportions

of free and bound dmf gave, ât room temperature' a spectrum

with a singlet for the formyl protons and a doublet for

the N-methyl protons, but, with hatf the chemical shift

between the doublet compared to dmf"

on cooling this solution and recording the IH n.m.r.

spectrum at various temperatures a coalescence phenomenon

was observed and at the slow exchange limit the spectrum

consisted of two equal area resonances for the formyl

protons and three separate resonances in the N-methyl

region with relative areas 2z1-zI. Bowen reported this
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FIG. 2.L

lH n.m.r. spectra of dmf exchange on luoz(dmf) s]2+ in
CD2C9,2 solut,ion. A and B are formyl resonances of bound

and free dmf respectively. C ís residual protons in
CD¡C!,2 and D and E are N-methyl resonances for bound

(singlet) and free (doublet) dmf. (From Journal of
Magnetic Resonance 19, 243-244 (1975).)
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phenomenon and his spectra are reproduced in fig- 2-L-

The areas are consistent with both N-methyl groups of the

[UOz (¿mt) s] 2+ species having the same chemical shift while

the N-methyl groups of free dmf have different chemical

shifts. As the integrated areas of the formyl resonances

gave five dmf ligands on the dioxouranium VI ion the

species in solution was identified as [uo2 (dmf) 5] 2+

without any assumptions as to the nature of the N-methyl

resonances.

Due to the complexity of the N-methyl coalescence

the initial complete lineshape analysis by Bowenl 9, used

the formyl proton resonances on1y. While this gives the

same kinetic results as simulation of the N-methyl

resonances

difference

the lower intensity and greater chemical shift

(between free and bound resonances) of the

formyl resonances limited the accuracy of the kinetic

parameters derived and restricted the concentration range

over which lH n.m.r. spectra could be accumulated.

Two possible causes of the single N-methyl resonance

of the coordinated dmf are i a lowering of the bond order

of the carbonyl C-N partial doubte bond upon coordination

allowing fast rotation of the N-methyl groups about this

bond (tfre rotation is known to be slow on the n.m.r.

timescale for free dmfl B over the experimental temperature

range considered here) ì or the two N-methyl groups

accidentally being in the same magnetic environment when

dmf is coordinated to dioxouranium VI " To obtain kinetic
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parameters for the exchange of dmf on luoz (dmf) 5] 2+ Uy

complete lineshape analysis of the N-methyl spectra it

\^7as necessary to simulate spectra for both possibilities

above. Comparison of these simulated spectra with the

experimental spectra and the kinetic parameters with those

obtained. from simulations of the formyl proton region

would determine if either or both the possible reasons

for the unique [uoz (drnf ) s] 2+ spectrum were vatid.

The spectra \^rere simulated by complete lineshape

anatysis20 r2 I for the accidental magnetic equivalence of

the N-methyl groups of the bound dmf in which four

different chemical environments (but only three magnetic

environments) are present. This therefore is a four site

exchange pattern which can be simulated by two coalescing

doublets.

o
\

cHs
(2)

(1)
CH 5

o
ll
U

ll
o

o #
-H -N/c

NC cHs

H cHg
(4)

(3)

Site (1) and site (2\ are exchanging and site (3) and

site (4) are exchanging. The coalescing doublets of the

complete lineshape programme are therefore the doublet

(I and 2) and (3 and 4). Despite the magnetic equivalence

of sites (I) and (3) it is assumed that no exchange is

taking place between these sites and no exchange is

occurring between sites (2) and (4) because rotation about

the carbonyl C-N bond ís known to be slow in the temperature
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range L9O-260 KlB. The input parameter used for the

complete lineshape analysis for chemical shift and line-

width varied with temperature as L/T. The chemical shift

difference between the bound dmf N-methyl resonance and

the upfield and downfield N-methyt resonances of free dmf

!íere 50.3 and 41.4 Hz (f 90 K) and 48.7 and 37 "6 Hz (290 K).

The linewidths of bound dmf, upfield and downfield free

dmf were 3.36, 2.50 and 2.70 Hz (190 K) and 2.I8, 1.Bl and

L.60 Hz (290 K). (Coupling between the formyl proton and

the t{-methyl protons of 0 .6 5 and 0 .25 Hz for the high and

Iow field resonances occurs in a solution of dmf at 170 K.

This coupling was not observed in [Uo2(dmf) 512+/dmf

solutions and hence does not appear in the input parameters.

As the magnitude of these parameters is very much less than

those for the chemical shift their contribution would be

negligibte in the complete lineshape analysis. ) The

resulting lineshapes (fig. 2.2) were in good agreement

with the experimental spectra and the kinetic parameters

derived from the simulation hlere compatible with the

results obtained from the formyl resonances.

To simulate the other possible cause of the

coordinated dmf resonance by complete lineshape analysis

the normal progralnme I^Ias modified by the addition of a

Kubo-Sack7 r20 t22 matrix to determine the transition

probabilities between the single bound resonance and the

two free resonances (a three site exchange pattern).
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Due to the presumed rapid rotation of the carbonyl C-N

bond the bound N-methyl groups are chemically equivalent

and hence are represented by one site (1). Exchange takes

place between site (1) and site (2) and between site (1)

and site (3). Exchange therefore takes place indirectly

between site (2) and site (3) . Theoretical spectra

derived with this prograilme differed from both the

experimental and the previous theoretical spectra in the

fast exchange limit by coalescing to a singlet rather than

a doublet. The obvious differences between the spectra

simutated on the assumption of fast rotation of the

N-methyl groups about the carbonyl C-N bond of coordinated

dmf and the experimental spectra indicates that the process

does not significantty modify the experimental spectra over

the temperature range. The input parameters used to

generate the simulated lineshape for the four site pattern

and the resulting lifetimes $lere used in the three site

simulation as the programme could only generate best fit

lineshapes at slow exchange rates because the experimental

and simulated spectra \^rere quite different at fast exchange

rates. The three sets of spectra, four site, three site

and experimental are shown in fig. 2.2.

Having determined that the N-methyl region of the

n.m.r. spectrum could be simulated by complete lineshape



1OO Hz 'H-r

250 K O.5 ms

235 1.7

220 4.8

210 11

205 19

200

190 97

EXPT 4 SITE 3 SITE
CALC

FIG. 2.2

The experimental IH n.m.r. spectral coalescence phenomenon

for solution (i) in which [uoz (dmf ) s ] 2+, Idmf ] and

d2-dichloromethane $/ere respectively 0.008648, 0.04323 and

15.05 mol ¿n-3 and the experimental temperatures are shown

at the left of the figure. The bound dmf methyl resonance
appears as the downfield singlet. The free dmf methyl
resonances appear as the upfield d.oublet at 190 K.' The

best fit computer calculated lineshapes for the four site
exchange scheme (2) appear in the centre of the figure
and the corresponding best fit t" values appear at the
right of the figure. Lineshapes for the three site exchange

scheme (2) for these t" values appear at the right of the
figure.
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FIG. 2.3

A semilogarithmic plot of t"T against LO4/T for the
Uo2(dmf) 52+ system. rndividual datum points for solutions
appear as (i) O, (ii) tl, (iii) A, (iv) v' (v) o and

(vi) O
The best fits of these data to the equation are shown as

(i) (ii) - (iv) -! "- (v) and (vi) .

The líne for (iii) is omitted'for clarity.



TABLE 2.7

Solution composition of the dmf system

Solution Iuoz(dmf)sz+fo
-2mol- clm J

Idmf ] 
þ

mol dm-3
lcD2ct 2l

-amol- dm J
N

i
ii

iii
iv

V

vi

0.008648
0.004306
0.002199
0.00rr02
0.000737
0.009520

0.04323
0.02152
0 .0 1099

0 .0 0551

0.00213
0.02654

15.05
15 .10
15 .13
L5.L7
15.20
15.06

4.9
4.9
5.0
5.0
5.0
4.9

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

+

+

+

+

+

+

q, added as [uoz (6¡nf ) sl (cøo4) ,.
b added as dmf.
e N = number of dmf molecules in the first coordination

sphere of UO r't u= determined from the integration of
the bound and free dmf resonances in the temperature
range 170-185 K.

I'ABLE 2.2

Kinetic parameters of the dmf system

Solution k(220 K) d

-lÐ

LHI b

kJ mol-1

1h

^s/ 
u

J K-l mol-l

i
ii

aar
iv
v

\/I

199

L79

I8B
L62

160

187

r11
119
r8
!22
!L4
!17

3r.9
33.1
30.9
33.5
30.9
33 .6

0.3
L.2
0.4
1.0
L.2
0.9

-53.4
-48.8
-58.7
-47 .8

-59.9
-46.0

r.5
5.4
1.5
4.5
5.6
4.4

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

a. errors represent one standard deviation.

b errors represent one standard error"
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analysis and give meaningful kinetic results further

solutions (table 2.I) were prepared. Va1ues extrapolated

from the slow exchange limit (< 195 K) for chemical shift

and linewidth \^rere used to generate complete lineshapes

for theoretical spectra. The lifetime tB obtained from the

simulation \^/as plotted semi'logarithmetically against L/I

as in fig . 2.3 and the regression analysis of this

relationship gave values of k^.,, Attl and Lsl in table 2.2ex'

L/"r = k"* = ligand exchange rabe/ (nIUO 2Sn2+]\

T

J

-AH/-nr Asee /Rkg

h
I

(eq.22)

Studies have been reported on the magnetically

isotropic complexes23-2s [Be(dmf) 412+, [4.0(dmf) 5] 3+ and

fea(Amt) 6] 3+ and in all cases the bound N-methyl groups

give rise to two resonances ín the IH n.m.r. spectrum.

The magnetic anisotropy of the [Uo2 (¿mf) s] 2+ species may be

a contributing factor in the magnetic equivalence of the

N-methyt groups of this species. The change in the

chemical shift Aô, of the N-methyl protons due to the

anisotropic field can be estimated using the equation26'27

Aô = (eq.23)

where AX is the magnetic susceptibility2s of the

dioxouranium VI ion parallel and perpendicular to the

principle magnetic axis which is considered coincident

with the O=U=O axis.



y is the angle between the axis and a line passing

through the uranium centre and the mean N-methyl

proton position.

r is the mean distance of that proton from the uranium

centre.

The equation becomes

19.

(where 0 90 Y) (eq.24)A6

when the effects of the anisotropic field are averaged

over a complete revolution of the dmf ligand about the dmf

oxygen to uranium bond. Sr:bstituting values of

AX = -2.74 x 10-28, 0 - 7.08o and r = .5L4 nm for the

N-methyl group trans to the formyl proton (which gave

rise to the upfield signal in dmf)29t30 
^ô 

is calculated

to be -0.657 ppm. From the values S = 25.78o and

r = .581 nm for the cis N-methyl A6 is calculated to be

-0.334 ppm. The experimental values (at 190 K) are

-0.588 ppm and -0.460 ppm respectively for the N-methyl

groups of dmf in solution (I) and similar values for other

solutions in table 2.I. Despite the approximations of

equation 24 (only "through space" contributions are

considered, neglecting chemical shift due to the change

in electronic distribution of dmf on coordination) the

quantative argument demonstrates that magnetic anisotropy

is a plausible cause of the magnetic equivalence of the

N-methyl protons of [UOz (dmf) s]2+.
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2.2 The dmso ligand

The bright yellow, air stable, solid isolated from

the preparation reaction analysed as Iuoz (dmso) 5] (cÎ.oa) z.

The compound was insoluble in d2-dichloromethane and in

dilute solutions of dmso in dichloromethane. The compound

\^ras soluble in d.3-acetonitrile but the relatively high

melting point (227 K) of this diluent made it unsuitable

for kinetic study. A Lz].,w/w, solution of d3-acetonitrile

and dichloromethane dissolved the compound' but the

solution decomposed rapidly producing spurious peaks in

the rH n.m.r. spectrum, particularly in the region of the

dmso resonances. d6-Acetone $/aS the only diluent which

had the required, liquid range and dissolved the compound.

The use of acetone caused difficulties because the compound

is only sparingly soluble and., in the IH n.m.r. spectrum,

the proton peak from Èhe dmso is close to the residual

proton peaks of the d6-acetone and these peaks are of

comparable size.

Solutions (prepared immediately before use because

acetone solutions of metal ions may decompose rapidly)

with concentrations shown in table 2.3 were used for

kinetic studies. At temperatures below 2L5 R the 1g

n.m.r. spectra of the three solutions consisted of two

singlets (the six equivalent protons in dmso giving rise

to one resonance) and a multiplet, the residual protons

in d6-acetone. The spectra \^rere considered to be

consistent with the slow exchange limit of a two site
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exchange phenomena. The integration of the areas of the

free and bound dmso peaks over the temperature range

20O-2I5 K gave the greatly predominating species ín

solution as Iuoz (dmso) s ] 2+.

This is in contrast with the previously published

IH n.m.r. work of Fratiello et al.I3 who determined that

the major species in H zo/dmso/uo22+/ð.6-acetone solutions

\^ras [UO2 (dmso) 4f2+. The H20:dmso overall mole ratio

varied from 4"7=L to 1:I and in this range Fratiello

observed a coordinated water peak which was too small for

accurate integration and bound dmso consistent with four

dmso molecules coordinated to the dioxouranium VI ion.

At the highest concentration of dmso (Hzo:dmso, l:1) the

bound dmso peak integrated to give 4.2 coordinated dmso

molecules. It therefore appears that under these conditions

the [uo2 (dmso) s] 2+ species was formed but that the

integration reflected the mean value of a number of

different species with differing ratios of dmso and water

in the equatorial p1ane. Coordinated acetone has not been

observed \nthere there are five or more moles of dmso for

every mole of rJO22+ in solution3I ' 32 '

1¡¡ n.m.r. spectra \^Iere recorded at 5 K intervals

throughout the coalescence region (225-290 K). Input

parameters for the complete lineshape analysis progranme2} tzI

were derived. from the spectra in the slow exchange region

(2OO-2],5 K). Chemical shifts between bound and free dmso

being 76.5, 75.2 and 75.7 Hz at 200 K for solutions i, ii
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1OO Hz

280 K 1.O ms

26s 2:l

255 5.3

250 7.7

245 12

240 18

235 26

EXPT CALC
FIG. 2.4

Experimental (left hand. side) and best fit computed IH

n.m.r. Iine shapes of a [UOz (dmso) s] 2+ (0.0155 mo1 am-3) -
dmso (0.0875 mol am-3) - d6-acetone (13.00 mol dm-3)

solution. Experimental temperatures and best fit .B values

appear on the left and right-hand sides of the figure
respectivelY.
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O , O , A and the linear regression lines are
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TABLE 2.3

Solution compositions of the dmso system

Solution Iuo2 (dmso) sl2+a
-amol dm

famso ] 
b

-)mol ctm J

Id6 -acetone ]
-amol- dm J

N"

t_

l_ l_

l_r_I

0.0155
0.00944
0.00270

0.0875
0.0538
0.0212

13.00
13.0 0

13.00

5.1 t .1
5.0 t .1
5.1 r .2

q added as Iuoz (dmso) 5] (CÎ,oa) z.

b added as dmso.

N = number of dmso molecules in the fírst coordination
sphere of UO r'* u= determined from the integration of
the free and bound dmso resonances in the temperature
range 200-2L5 K.

TABLE 2.4

Xinetic parameters of the dmso system

Solution ex
(260 K)a k

-lÞ

(27 3 K)a
_t

J

LHf b

kJ mol-1
Lsl b

J K-ImoI-1
k ex

I

l- l-

af l-

273 1

t9B r
240 +

T4

L9

L2

674 r 35

46l- ¡ 44

620 ! 32

38.9 !
36 .3 I
40.9 I

-47.5 ! 1.8
-60.3 r 3.6
-40.7 ! 1.8

0.5
1.0
0.5

d.k values are taken from the linea
the error quoted is one standar

r regr
d devi

ession line and
ation.ex

b the errors quoted are single standard errors.
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and iii respectively. The initial input parameters \^lere

used to produce a first estimate for the simulated spectra

and these input parameters were then systematically but

only slightly varied to obtain a best fit value by

minimizing the residual between the experimental and

simulated spectra. The difference between initial and

f inal input parameters \^/as very small. The complete

lineshape analysis (fig. 2.4) gave a value for the lifetime

r" of the solvent molecule bound to the dioxouranium VT

ion for each spectrum simulated. The results are shown

graphically (fig. 2.5) where tBT is plotted against L/I.

A regression analysis for this relationship, based on the
I

absolute reaction rate equation' gave values for k"*, AH'

,1

and AS/ as shown in table 2.4.

2.3 The nmp ligand

The yellow solid isolated. from the preparation

reaction did not analyse for a stoichiometric compound.

The values obtained from both UOz2* analysis and C, H and

N microanalysis \^/ere 4.65 nmp ligands per uranium atom.

The compound [uoz(nmp),+.as] (c.q,o+) z hras soluble in

d2-dichloromethane and a solution suitable for kinetic

study was prepared. At room temperature the lH n.m.r.

spectrum was consístent with the fast exchange limit. On

cooling exchange broadening of the resonances in the

spectra occurred with a coalescence temperature of 260 K

and below 220 K the spectra were consistent \^rith the slow
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exchange limit. The N-methyl resonance (the only suitable

resonance for complete lineshape analysis in nmp) is -30 Hz

upfield from one set of -CHz- resonances and -30 Hz

downfíeld from another set of -CHz- resonances. The

chemical shift induced, by coordination Lo tJo22+, on the

N-methyl group is -30 Hz. As a result in the slow exchange

limit both the free and bound N-methyl resonance occurred

at the same frequency as a -CHz- resonance. Selective

decoupling cannot remove both interfering -CH2- resonances.

Neither the kinetics nor the stoichiometry of the nmp

complex in solution could be measured.
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CHAPTER 3

3.1 The tmu ligand

The pale yetlow solid isolated from the preparation

reaction analysed as Iuor ltmu) 41 {cl,ou¡ r. The compound

was soluble in dz-dichloromethane, d-chloroform and

dg-acetonitrile. An initial concentrated solution (soln i,

table 3.1) in d,z-dichloromethane was prepared with

approximately equal quantities of tmu added as

[UOz (tmu) 4J {ClOu¡, and. tmu. The low temperature (220-250K)

slow exchange limit spectra of this solution (two

resonances due to the equivalence of the twelve hydrogen

atoms in tmu) integrated to give relative areas between

the free and bound tmu resonances which were not

consistent with equal quantities of free and bound tmu.

The resonances due to the bound tmu having a greater

relative area tfrurrlËt*pected. This could. best be explained

if the major species existing in solution was the

[uoz (tmn) s] 2+ ion not the luoz (t*rr) +] 2+ ion- To check

this, f urther solutions \^/ere prepared. One contained ten

moles of tmu for every mole of uranium such that if the

species [uoz (tmu) s] 2+ formed in solution there would be

equal proportions of free and bound tmu- The low

temperature Q2O-250 K) slow exchange limit spectra of

this solution integrated to give equal quantities of free
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and bound tmu. Another solution had one mole of tmu for

every mole of luoz(tmu) +J (c.l,Ou¡ r. The low temperature

(220-250 K) spectra of this solution had only one tmu

resonance. The tmu molecules in solution were therefore

in equivalent environments.

To determine further the nature of this change in

coordination number, two solutions (soln xiv and xv

table 3.1) hrere prepared in which there \^rere between f our

and five moles of tmu in total for every mole of uranium.

The low temperature spectra of these solutíons contained

only one resonance due to tmu (no free tmu was observed).

This is consistent with either the chemical shift between

the luoz(tmu)+]2+ and the [uo2(tmu)s]2+ species being

Iess than the resolution of the spectrometer or the tmu

molecules exchanging between the two species so rapidly

that the spectrum observed was the fast exchange limit

spectrum. As, hottrever, the bound tmu is in the slow

exchangie limit with respect to free tmu it is most unlikely

that there would be fast exchange, at the same temperature'

between tmu molecules bound to differenl- IJO22+ ions.

Below 180 K two peaks \^¡ere observed (see below) but these

peaks could not be attributed to different uranium

coordination numbers as the relative areas of the two

peaks remained constant at 1:1 despite the variation in

the uranium to tmu ratio. However, within the temperature

range 170-200 K the viscosity of the solutions increases

the peak width and hence the resolution of the spectrometer

is reduced. Despite the inability to distinguish these
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two species in solution the consistency of the formation

of IUO2(tmu) s]2+ in solution suggested that the solvent

exchange of tmu on this species should be investigated.

Solutions (so1n i-vi,tab1e 3.1) in d2-dichloromethane

\^/ere used. Spectra were accumulated, (2-L2 scans depending

on concentration) for complete lineshape anaIysis20,21 at

5 K intervals between 260 K and 295 K; the coalescence

region. The formation of a uranium species in solution

differing in coordination number from that found in the

solid, the relatively high temperature of coalescence and

the high sotubility of the compound in d3-acetonitrile

suggested that a study of the kinetics in this diluent was

also feasible and desirable. Solutions used v¡ere soln

vii-xi in table 3.1. Spectra \^rere collected at the same

temperatures as the d2-dichtoromethane solutions. Between

235 and 250 K the spectra for at1 solutions $Iere consístent

witlr the slow exchange limit region of a coalescing doublet

in which the greatly predomJ-nating ion in solution was

luoz(tmu) s]2+. For solutions in either diluents, complete

Iineshape analysis of the spectra, used parameters

extrapolated from the slow exchange timit values for

chemical shift between free and bound. tmu and linewidths

of both free and bound tmu. The extrapolated values varied

with temperature as l/T. A typical set of chemical shift

and linewidth parameters are 30.2 Hz (260 K) , 30. B Hz

(290 K) for chemical shift difference and L.64 Hz (260 K)

and I.62 Hz (290 K) for the linewidth of the bound tmu-

The linewidth of free tmu (1.28 Hz) vilas found to be
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40 Hz

295 K O.8 ms

290 1.8

285 3.3

280 s.6

275 10

270 19

265 44

260 81

EX PT

FIG. 3.1

CALC

Experimental (left hand side) and best fit calculated 1¡1

rLm.rlineshapes of a [uo2(tmu)5]2+ (0.1300 mol dm-3) -
tmu (0.5340 mol dm-3) - CDzCtz (12.91 mol dm-3) solution
experimental temperatures and best fit t" values appear on

the left- and right-hand sides of the figure respectívely.
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TABLE 3.1

Solution composition of the tmu system

Iuoz (tmu) a ] @r'o..l 2q Itmu]þ [diluent]
mol dm-3 mo1 dm-3 mol dm-3

Solution N

i
ii

iii
iv

V

vi

vii
vrt-l-

ix
x

xi

0.13000
0.07754
0.03910
0.01189
0.00826
0.00120

0.19280
0.08459
0 .0447 3

0 .01265
0.008130

0.07056
0.08491
0.L2725
0.07118

0.53400
0.48780
0.26L40
0.07481
0.05519
0.00801

1.15 300

0.48840
0 .267 50

0.07306
0.04862

0.08346
0.05720
0 .0L27 4

lcD2c9"2l

L2.9I
13.06
L4.26
14 "92
15 .33
]-5.46

Icogc]ül

14 .13
L6.95
I7 .7L
18.9 3

L9.29

lcozcnzl
L5.2s
l-5.02
14 .36

14 "96

4.8
5"2
5.2
5.1
4.8
4.9

0.1
0.1
0.r
0.r
0.1
0.1

0.1

0.1
0.1

+

+

+

+

+

+

5.
5.

I
0

0

9

9

+

+

+

+

+

5.
0.1
0.1

4

4

xl-l-
xl- l- l-

xl_v

xv

4
Ãu

d
5

a

b

With the exception of solns. xii, xiv and' xvr.the
predominant sþecies in solution is Uo2 (tmu) s 2*'

This is the formal concentration of tmu added, however,

"p"" formation of UO2(tmu) 52+ th9 ?g!Y?I concentration of
free tmu ranges from-0.404õ0 to 0.00681 mol dm-3 in solns.
i-vi respective, and so on.

N = number of tmu molecules coordinated per lJOz2* ion as
determined from integration of free and coordinated tmu
signals in the temperature range Q90-250 K) '

In these CaSeS nO free tmU reSonance \^las ObSerVed and
hence it was assumed that 4 and 5 tmu ligands \^Iere
coordinated in solns. xii and xiii respectively.

.7(L



IABLE 3.2

Kinetic parameters of the tmu system

kSolution ex Q73 R)4
-- IÞ

LHI b

kJ mol-1
LSI b

J K-I mol-l

a

ii
iii
iv
v

vi

73 ! 7

62! 6

64 ! I
70! 7

69 I I
72 r 15

63 ! 4

89! 4

74! 2

86 ! 4

74 ! 4

k (Ie5 K)

151 1 I0
L26t 7

BO

81

72

77

BI

I5.2 +

29.0 !

80

86

B3

72

79

79

!2
!2
!2
!2
13
111

85! 7

105! 7

94! 7

55! 7

B0 t 10

81!42

83 t
90 +

55+
75 I
88 t

-I22 r 3

52 t 3

vl-l-

viii
ix
x

xi

xl_r

xrl_l-

5

3

2

3

3

1

I
1

1

1

+

t
+

+

t

0.6
0.5

ak -- values are taken from the linear regression line
ex and the error quoted is one standard deviation"

b The errors quoted are síngle standard errors.



constant over this temperature range.

lineshape (fig" 3.1) gave the values of

of the tmu molecule on the IJOz2* ion.

analysis of r"T against I/T (fig. 3.2),

reaction rate relationship, gave values

Lsl (table 3.2) .

27-

The resulting

.B the lifetime

A regression

the absolute

ofk
I

, LHr andex

A difference in coordination number of the dioxouranium

VI ion in solution and in the solid state has been observed

before. Fratiello et a1.33 determined the occupancy of

the equatorial plane of the dioxouranium VI ion in

d6-acetone-water mixtures by integration of the 1H n.m.r.

spectra and concluded that the hyd.rated species was

[uoz (H2o) +J 2+. subsequent to this publication the

coordination number of the aqueous dioxouranium VI ion was

reinvestigated by Lincoln34 who confirmed Fratiellors

results. An X-ray crystalographic structure analysis of

hydrated dioxouranium VI perchlorate3 5 revealed that five

water molecules \^rere coordinated, to the uranium atom

[UOz (HzO) s] 2+. The coordination number of the uranium

atom in the hydrated dioxouranium VI ion drops from seven

to six upon dissolution in acetone. A possible explanation

for this is that the solid structure contains considerable

hydrogen bonding which may be destroyed in acetone.

The infra-red spectrum of the solid IUOz (tmu) 4](C1,O4) z

in nujol mulls showed no splitting of the perchlorate v3

asymmetric stretching vibration at 1100 cm-1 and therefore

at1 C[-O bonds \^Iere equivalent and hence the perchlorate
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\^ras not coordinated to the uranium atom36-38. Similarly

the solution infra-red spectrum of the complex in

dichloromethane showed no splitting of the perchlorate

band at 1100 cm-l and therefore no bound perchlorate. A

vapour phase osmometry study of the degree of dissociation

of Iuoz (tmu) qJ {cl,ou¡, in acetonitrile confírmed the

expected result that the complex dissociated to

luoz(tmu) a]2+ and 2 ct"o; (reference compounds tmu and

azobenzene) .

fn the assignment of bands in the infra-red spectrum

it was noted that while pure tmu has absorptions at 1635

and 1505 cm-I for C=o and N-C-N bonds respectively the

coordinated tmu has only one broad absorption at 1550 cm-I.

Similar results have been obtained for the coordination

of tmu to Co2*, zn2* and Pb2* 39. The bound tmu has a

stronger N-C-N bond system and a weaker C=O bond than the

free ligand. The single peak for the hydrogens of tmu in

the IH n.m.r. spectra throughout the temperature range

(220-300 K) meant that all the hydrogen atoms on any one

tmu molecule are equivalent and. for this to occur there

must be rapid rotation of the N-methyl groups about the

carbonyl C-N bond.. The increased bond energy for the N-C-N

bonds and the suspected greater steric hind rance of the

tmu molecule bound to the dioxouranium VI ion suggested

that the rotation may be slowed sufficiently for separate

resonances to occur in the 1¡¡ n.m.r. spectrum" Evidence

for the coordinated resonances splitting at very low

temperatures had been obtained when studying solutions
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without any free tmu.

A solution (soln xii, table 3.1) was prepared

containing only [UOz (tmu) + I (CøOu¡, in d2-dichloromethane

so that the species in solution was the [Uo2(tmu)+]2+

ion. The spectrum of this solution at 170 K, the lowest

possible temperature (solution ftoze below I70 K) had two

broad resonances consistent with the lower timit of an

exchanging two site phenomena. (Trre width of the peaks

\^ras in part due to the viscosity of the solution' the

temperature being below the freezing point of pure

dichloromethane.) Spectra (fig. 3.3) were recorded at 3 K

intervals from 179 to 209 K; the coalescence region.

Above 2og K the spectra of the solution contained one

sharp resonance for all tmu hydrogen atoms. The freezing

point of the solution did not allow the observation of the

slow exchange limit region for this solution and hence no

accurate parameters \^rere obtained for the complete

lineshape analysis.

A solution (so1n xiii, table 3.1) was prepared in

which the [uo2 (tmu) 5] 2+ ion existed in solution. over

temperature range L79-209 K the spectra (fig. 3.3) of

solution exhibited the coalescence of a doublet to a

singlet. A sotution containing ttre [Uo2 (tmu) s] 2+ ion

the

this

and

a small quantity of free tmu gave a similar coalescence

spectra except that the free tmu singlet remained sharp in

the range L7O-220 K. In the temperature range 170-173 K

slow exchange limit spectra \^Iere recorded and from these
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spectra the input parameters for the complete lineshape

analysis hrere derived. The parameters were used as a

first approximation for the complete lineshape analysi"20'2r.

The final values for the input parameters ülere; chemical

shift difference (which varied with temperature as I/T)

30.1 Hz (179 K) and 31.1 Hz (203 K) and. Iinewidth, which

did not vary significantly with temperature, 1.1 and

0.5 tLz for downfield and upfield resonances respectively.

These values \^/ere then used as first estimates for the

[uoz(tmu)+]2+ solution where no extrapotation of values

was possible. Again systematic variations \^Iere made to the

parameters to minimize the residuals between simulated and

experimental spectra. The final values used were;.

chemical shift difference (which varied with temperature

as L/T) 38.3 Hz (179 K) and 39.3 Hz (203 K) and linewidth

where the downfield resonance varied with temperature as

I/1 from 0.9 Hz (179 K) to 0.7 Hz (203 K) and the upfield

resonance remained constant at I.2 Hz.

A regression analysis of the relationship 'r against

L/T of the values obtained from the lineshape analysis gave

values for k"*, LHI and ASI for the internal rotation of

the N-methyl groups as shown in table 3.2. Although these

results may be of lesser precision than other results in

this report they do show a marked difference between the

two ions luoz(tmu)+]2+ and luoz(tmu) 512+. The values are

also markedly different to the results for internal

rotation on free amides (notably dmf and dma) a0 but are,

however, in agreement with the general effects observed
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for dmf when coordinated ¡o ¡1+ aI. There appear to be no

results for internal rotation of coordinated tmu with which

these results can be compared but the internal rotation of

free tmu has been reported42 and a coalescence temperature

of 123 K given for a 100 Hz spectrometer.

3.2 The tmtu ligand

The bright red very hygroscopic solid isolated from

the preparation analysed as luoz (tmtu) a] (CÎ,oa) 2. The lH

n.m.r. spectra of a solution of this compound in

d2-dichloromethane \^tere recorded at 5 K intervals from

180-250 K. A typical coalescence pattern (two site) v¡as

observed with resonances of almost equal area in the slow

exchange limit. This was considered to be the internal

rotation of the N-methyl groups of tmtu and analogous to

the results obtained for tmu. A more dilute solution gave

a slow exchange limit spectrum with a greater imbalance in

resonance area.

Further solutions \^rere prepared containing both complex

and tmtu to give equal proportions of free and bound tmtu.

A complex coalescence pattern was observed in which both

the previously observed internal rotation of the bound

ligand and ligand exchange took place with very nearly the

same coalescence temperature. To further complicate the

spectra the free tmtu resonance (a singlet at aII

temperatures observed) 4 3 coincided with one of the two

bound tmtu resonances in the slow exchange spectra.
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Accurate integration was difficult because of the imbalance

in the peaks and the necessity to subtract the value of the

small peak from the large to determine the occupancy of

tmtu on the dioxouranium VI ion. Different solutions did

not give consistent values, the number of coordinated tmtu

molecules dropping from four with concentrated solutions to

values near two for very dilute solutions.

The conclusion derived was that the ion luoz (tmtu) 4f2+

v¡as not stable in solution but decomposed to give free

tmtu. This in the slow exchange limit spectra coincided

with one of the bound. peaks and so gave rise to the

imbalance in peaks when only the complex was in solution.

As both intra and inter processes have a very similar

coalescence temperature (- 220 K) it was necessary to

solve the internal rotation (intra process) before the

exchange (inter) reaction could be solved. However, as no

stable solution containing only coordinated tmtu could be

preparedr îo meaningful kinetic results could be obtained.

3.3 The nma ligand

The yellow solid isolated from the preparation

reaction analysed as [Uo2(nma) 5] (c.e,oa) 2. This compound

\^ras insoluble in d2-dichloromethane but concentrated

solutions could be prepared using d2-dichloromethane/nma

solvent. Dilutions of these solutions with

d2-dichloromethane hlere not possible because the complex

precipitated. As a result the three d2-dichloromethane
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solutions used (solns vii-ix, table 3.3) were all

concentrated and represent onty a narro\^t concentration

range. The temperature range of the slow exchange limit

region and the coalescence region was such that

d3'acetonitrile, in which the compound was soluble, could

be used as a diluent despite its "high" melting point.

Solutions prepared were of the concentrations shown in

table 3.3.

The lH n.m.r. spectrum of nma consists of four

resonances. The very broad resonance due to the N-H

proton was, by nature of its shape, unsuitable for line-

shape analysis. The other three resonances are a dou-blet

of separation 4 Hz, the resonance of the N-methyt protons

coupled with the N-H proton, and a singlet, the resonance

of the acetyl protons. The doublet collapses to a singlet

in the presence of minimal exchange. In the spectra of

aII except the very slow exchange limit and the very fast

exchange limit this resonance is a singlet. The chemical

shift induced by coordination to the dioxouranium VI ion

and the chemical shift difference between the N-methyl

protons and the acetyl protons is such that at coalescence

the acetyl peaks coalesce without overlapping the N-methyl

coalescence and vice versa. Hence the recording and

simulation of the spectra could use either the acetyl

group or the N-methyl group or both. With the

d2-dichloromethane solutions all three peaks were used.

The residual proton peak of the d3-acetonitrile gave a

multiplet in the n.m"r. spectra which coincided with the
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acetyl proton peak of nma. In concentrated solutions it

rlras possible to ignore the very small multiplet on the

large singlet, but¡ âs the concentration of nma was

reduced with respect to d3-acetonitrile their relative

sizes changed until the multiplet dominated the region.

Only the N-methyl region of the spectra was used for

dilute solutions.

At temperatures below 250 K for the d2-dichloromethane

solutions and below 240 K for the d3-acetonitrile solutions

the spectra consisted of six resonances, two doublets and

two singlets which were considered consistent with the

slow exchange limit for the coalescence of free and bound.

nma. The integrations carried out at these temperatures

gave the species in solution as [uo2 (nma) 5]2+. Pure nma

exists as the trans isomer (N-methyl trans to the acetyl

group) 29 but an examination was made of the slow exchange

Iimit spectra for cis isomers which may be formed on

coordination. The presence of a cis isomer coordinated to

the dioxouranium VI ion was not detected in either

d2-d.ichloromethane or d3-acetonitrile solutions. The

n.m.r. spectrum of [a[ (nma) 6 ] 3+ and [Mg (nma) s ] 2+ reveal

the presence of the cis isomer in the coordinated

complex44r45. rn the case of magnesium the cis isomer is

less than 2% of the coordinated nma while with aluminium

-I5% of the coordinated nma is cis.

Spectra \^rere recorded at 5 K intervals throughout the

coalescence region, 255-295 K for d2-dichloromethane

solutions and 240-285 K for d3-acetonitrile solutions.
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Input parameters for the complete lineshape analysís

progranme2} t2l were derived from spectra in the slow

exchange limit region. The values used (for soln i,

table 3.3) $Iere; chemical shift between the bound and

free acetyl singlets and the N-methyl doublets, 31.0 and

37.8 Hz respectively over the temperature range and their

respective linewidths (which varied with temperature as

L/T) from 3.0, 2.5, 3.2 and 3.0 Hz at 235 K to 2.2, I.9,

2.2 and 2.0 Hà at 285 K. The complete lineshape analysis

(for soln i, table 3.3) is shown in fig. 3.4. The

regression analysis of the relationship in fig. 3.5 gave

the values for k , LHI and Asl shown in tabte 3.4.ex'

A distinct difference is evident between the values

using d2-dichloromethane and d3-acetonitrile as diluent.

This is in contrast to the results of tmu discussed

previously where no significant difference in the exchange

parameters for the exchange of tmu on luoz(tmo)s]2+ in

d2-dichloromethane or d3-acetonitrile was observed. Pure

nma forms weakly hydrogen bonded polymeric chains46. The

different diluents may cause differing degrees of

dissociation or association of the nma which may affect

the kinetics of nma exchange. It is not possible, hovlever,

to determine the extent to which this may vary the kinetics.
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TABLE 3.3

Solution composition of the nma system

Solution Iuo2 (nma) s 2+fo

-2mol_ dm

fnma] 
b

-âmol ctm r
Idiluent]

-)mol- dm J

e
N

I

l_r

l-rl-
IV

v
vi

vrl-
vl-rl-

l-x

CD3CN

13.04
l-5.92
r7.75
T7 .86
18.19
L8.25

CD2CL2

11.9 s

L2 .39
L4.67

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.34L7
0.L624
0.07070
0 .0 3311

0.01564
0.008672

0.2877
0.1591
0.04041

I.798
0.6613
0.3720
0.1348
0.08231
0 .0 3531

1. s81

0.9642
0.2968

5.0
4.9
5.0

4.9
5.0
4.9

4.9
4.9
4.9

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

0.2
0.2
0.2

a Added as [uo2 (nma) 5l (cl,ou) ,.
b Added as nma liquid.

e The number of nma molecules coordinated per ÜO22+
ion as determined from a comparison of the integrated
areas of the coordinated and free signals in the
temperature ranges 230-245 K and 225'250 K

respectively in CD3CN and CD¡Ct"2-



TABLE 3.4

Kinetic parameters of the nma system

Solution k (27 3 K)a
th

LH/ "
kJ mol-l

Lsl.b
J K-lmoI-1

ex
ts

i
ii

iii
iv

V

vi
vii

vl_ l_ l-

ix

323
336

351

336

340

326

166

L73
190

t24
t16
¡L7
t16
t24
xL2
!9
t10
t20

59.2
54.4
55 .6
55.5
52.5
55.2
68

67

67

0.9
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.9
0.5
I
I
I

20.8
3.3
8.0
7.3

-3.3
6.r

48

44

45

3.6
2.3
2.3
2.2
3.4
1.8
5

4

6

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

ak (273 K) values occur in the middle of theex coalescence phenomena and are taken from
the linear regression line. The errors are
one standard deviation.

b The errors quoted are one standard error.
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3.4 The nmf ligand

The bright yellow solid isolated from the preparation

reaction analysed as [uO2(nmf) s] (C.0o,*) z. The compound

\^ras insoluble in dichtoromethane but soluble in

d2-dichloromethane/nmf solution. When cooled to less

than 210 K the complex precipitated from these solutions.

The lowest temperature spectrum obtained (210 K) had

éonsiderable exchange modification so the slow exchange

limit was not reached and hence no value \^ras obtained

for the number of nmf molecules coordinated to the

dioxouranium VI ion in solution. At room temperature

two isomers were evident in the n.m.r. spectrum, the cis

isomer being 8? abundant29. Because the slow exchange

limit was not reached, it was not possible to determine

the percentage of cis isomer in the coordinated nmf.
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CHAPTER 4

4.L The hmpa ligand

The solid isolated from the preparation reaction

analysed as [uo2 (hmpa),*] (Cl,o'+) z in agreement \^Iith the

compound obtained by Nassimbeni and Rodgersl4. The pale

yellow air stable complex was soluble in d2-dichloromethane.

Solutions, with compositions shown in table 4.1 were

prepared. At temperatures below 200 K the spectrum of

each solution consisted of two doublets, (the eighteen

equivalent protons of hmpa coupled with the 3 lP nucleus)

consistent with the slow exchange limit for hmpa exchange

on UO22+. Integration gave the vastly predominating species

in sorution as [uo2 (trmpa),*] 2+' This is consistent with

the results of Fratiello et al.12 who found, in H2o/hmpa/

d5-acetone/vO22* solutions, the species [uO2 (hmpa) +] 2+

predominated if there were four or more moles of hmpa per

mole of UO rr*. The ability of hmpa to stabitize lower than

normal coordination numbers has been observed before with

aluminium where hmpa forms the four coordinate complex

[a.4,(hmpa),*] 3* rather than the usual six coordinate

compounds 4 7 .

At any one temperature in the coalescence region the

spectra of the different solutions had different degrees of

exchange modificatíons to the lineshape" The more
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concentrated the solution the lower the coalescence

temperature and the lower the temperature for the slow

exchange region. Spectra \¡rere recorded at 5 or 7 K

intervals from the lowest possible temperature (-180 K)

to the fast exchange limit region. The complete lineshape

analysis of each spectrum used input parameters of

chemical shift, linewidth and population extrapolated from

the slow exchange limit spectra for that solution.

Typical values (for soln iii) which varied with temperature

as I/I were; chemical shift difference between the

doublets, 23.9 Hz (240 K) and 23.2 Hz (310 K); Iine

widths, 2.L8, 2.50 Hz (240 R) and L.20, l.B0 Hz (310 K)

for free and coordinated hmpa respectively. The simulated

lineshapes (soln iii) are shown in fig. 4.L. The values

of the lifetime t" of the solvent molecule on the metal

ion at that temperature are derived from the best fit

simulation.

Due to the differing temperatu.res of coalescence for

the different solutions the rate of reaction was not known

for all solutions at any one temperature. Rate values for

the selected temperatures r^rere obtained by interpolation.

As atl the parameters used to calculate the total lineshape

simulation \^rere derived by extrapolation using the

variation with temperature of 1/T it was considered that

interpolation (fig. 4.2) of log (rate) with temperature

proportional to 1/T would give reasonably accurate results.

Because the different solutions did not coalesce in the

same temperature range it was also necessary to select a
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temperature range which would give the most accurate

results for all solutions. The more concentrated

solutions gave slightly more accurate results, hence it

was considered better to extrapolate these results into

the temperature range of coalescence of the slightly

Iess accurate dilute solutions. The temperatures used

r^/ere five degree intervals from 260 to 305 K and the

resulting graph of rate versus concentration of free

hmpa is fig. 4.3. As the intercept on the vertical axis

is outside the experimental error the exchange of hmpa

on luoz (hmpa) ,* ] 2* must occur via two competing pathways,

one independent of free solvent concentration and one

dependent on free solvent concentration.

The values of .B the lifetime of a hmpa molecule in

the bound environment \^tere derived from the rate versus

free hmpa concentration graph (fig. 4.3) for exchange due

to the concentration independent and the concentration

dependent pathway. A regression analysis of these values

of r- in the absolute rate equation gave the activation
B

parameters and rates (table 4.2) for the two pathways.

Usuatly the errors r,.rere also derived from this analysis.

The necessity of pooling alI results from all solutions

to produce a rate versus concentration of free hmpa

relationship and then d.eriving all rate values from the

best fit lines of this graph removed the usual random

variation existing in the t" values for any one solution.

This effectively produced a line smoothing device which

generated lifetime values free from random errors but not
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system against I/T. The data for solutions i-v appear in
the order of decreasing t magnitude and the solid lines
are the linear regression best fit lines.
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TABLE 4.I

Solution compositíons of the hmpa system

Solution [uo2 (hmp ù ,2+14
_amol- ctm J

[rrmpa] 
þ

-)mol- dm J

lcD2c9"2l
-amol dm J

N"

]-

ii
iii
iv
v

.r561

.1314

.04452

. 0 1306

.00511

.6647

.487 0

.1896

.06094

.01907

11. s8

13.17
13.89
14.65
15.70

4.00 +

4.10 +

3.95 t
3.95 I
3.95 !

.05

.05

.05

.05

.05

a,

b

c

Added as [uo2 (hmpa) ,* ] (Cl,or+ ) z .

Added as hmpa.

N = number of hmpa molecules coordinated per IJOz2*
ion as determined from integration of coordinated and
free hmpa doublets within the temperature range
L80-240 K.

TABLE 4 "2

Kinetic parameters of the hmpa system

k(273 K)a
nnl a

kJ mol-l
tsl d

J K-lmot-I

first order process

second order process

L2.5 ! 0.6 s-l

L79 t 10 dm3mol-l=-l

14.0 1 0.5 -L72 ! 2

22.2 ! L.O -L20 ! 4

q. Errors based on an estimated maximum uncertain tv
1+

l_n
aon..B the lifetime of the hmpa molecule on the UO 2
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necessarily free from systematic errors.

A study of other data used in this thesis particularly

with regard to tmu indicated that individual values of .B

for a given temperature may vary by a maximum of about

t 10? from the nominal value, f.or that temperature,

derived from the absolute rate equation analysis for all

temperatures measured for that solution. This was

therefore considered as a realistic value for the

variation of the rate values for individual temperatures

in the hmpa system. The values of rB \^/ere therefore

varied by ! 10qõ for the hmpa solutions and the effect

on the final rate and actívation parameters noted. If

all values for a solution were raised or lowered by 10U

the final values varied only very s1ight1y. Vühen, however,

the highest temperature rate was increased 10Íà and the

lowest temperature rate decreased by 10% (or vice versa)

variation occurred in the final parameters which \^¡ere

more realistic when compared with the variations both

within and between solutions for other studies. The

errors quoted are the estimated errors derived from this

treatment.

4.2 The fpr ligand

The bright yellow solid isotated from the reaction

mixture analysed as [uo2 (fpr) s] (c.a,oa) z. As both the

compound and the liquid fpr discoloured on standing for

long periods all experimental work was done on freshly
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prepared compound made from freshly distilled fpr.

Solutions, in d2-dichloromethane, having concentrations

shown in table 4.3 were prepared"

The entire IH n.m.r. spectrum of fpr is too complex

for a complete lineshape simulation of coalesce spectra

but the formyl proton resonance is well removed from the

complex ring proton signals and is suitable for lineshape

simulation. The spectra, formyl region only, in the

temperature range 180-200 K (for soln i, table 4.3)

satisfied a slow exchange limit in which the species in

solution was the [uoz (fpr) s] 2+ ion. As the temperature

hras raised the two peaks (one from free and one from

bound fpr) coalesced in a typical two site exchange

pattern. Similar spectra were observed for subsequent

solutions but the temperature of the slow exchange region

and of coalescence varied with the concentration of the

solution.

Complete lineshape simulation used values extrapolated

from the slow exchange limit spectra to simulate

coalescence spectra. Typical values which varied with

temperature as I/T were (for soln i, table 4.3); chemical

shift difference 93.8 Hz (180 K) , 86.4 Hz (245 K) and

linewidth 5.4, 4.I Hz (180 K) anð. 4.9, 2.2 Hz (245 K) for

bound and free fpr respectively. The rate values for

selected temperatures (5 X intervals from 2l-0-235 K) were

interpolated from fig. 4.4, a graph of rB versus L/T- The

interpolated values \^/ere then used to produce the rate
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Semilogarithmic plots of .B against I/T for ligand exchange

on IUOz(tpr) sl2+ in d2-dichloromethane diluent. The data
sets refer to solutions i-v respectively in order of the
decrease in magnitude of .B for a given temperature. The

linear regression lines are shown as solid curves.
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TABLE 4.3

Solution composition of the fpr system

Solution luo2(fpr)s2+]o
mol ¿n-3

trprlb
mol ¿n- 3

lco2ct 2l
-?mor Clm

N"

l_

ii
iii
iv

V

0.09346
0 .04 58r
0 .02 311

0.008210
0.004324

0.5427
0.2750
0.13r7
0.04928
0.02464

13.38
15.05
15 .19
15.20
15.22

5.1
5.2
5"1
5.2
5.1

! 0.2
x 0.2
! 0.2
t 0.2
L 0.2

a Added as luoz ( fpr) 5 ] (c¿o +) z.

b Added as fpr.

Numloer of fpr ligands in the first coordination sphere
of dioxouranium VI as determined from a comparison of
the integrated coordinated and free ligand resonance
areas.

TABLE 4 "4

Kinetic parameters of the fpr system

k (220 K)
t/o

kJ mol-l

1nLs'*
J r-lmor-l

a

first order process

second order process

42.6 ! 0.5 s-t

369 ! 2O dm3mol-ls-I

30.7 ! L.4 -7L.6 + 6.3

30.5 I I.0 -54-9 r 5.0

w Errors based on an estimated maximum uncertain
rD the lifetime of the fpr molecule on the UO2D (details in discussion of hmpa).

tvzl in
ion
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versus concentration of free fpr relationship (fí9. 4.5).

The positive intercept on the rate axis reveals that two

reaction pathways, one concentration independent and one

concentration dependent, are used in the exchange of fpr

on luoz(fpr)s]2+. The absolute rate equation was used to

determine the rate and activation parameters shown ín

table 4.4 for both pathways and errors were estimated by

the same methods used for hmpa.

4.3 The fpp ligand

The yellow solid obtained from an oil produced from

the preparation reaction by repeated washing with dry

ether was analysed as [uo2 (fpp) a] (c.a,oa) 2. The similarity

of fpp to fpr made the assignment of different occupancies

of the equatorial plane of the uranium of great interest.

Crystals obtained from dichloromethane solutions of this

complex \^rere submitted for X-ray crystalographic study.

Preliminary resuIts48 revealed the presence of a

coordinated water molecule and so the complex should be

formulated [uo2 (fpp) + (H20) ] (cl,o+) z. It is not possible

to determine when the water molecule was introduced to

the complex although it appears most likely to be during

the repeated washings with dry ether. Solidification of

the oil took several weeks and trace quantities of water

added may have caused solidification rather than excess

traces of fpp removed by the ether washings.

the complexity of the IH rì.m.r. spectrum of fpp due
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to the coupling of the ring protons rend.ers the total

spectrum unsuitable for complete lineshape of a

coalescence phenomena. However, the formyl proton

resonance was well removed from all other resonances and

was suitable for complete lineshape analysis. An initial

solution (soln iv, table 4.5), ín d2-dichloromethane' \^Ias

prepared for kinetic study using four moles of fpp added

as liquid fpp for every mole of complex added. Below

190 K the spectra of this solution \^Iere consistent with

the slow exchange limit of a two site exchange phenomena.

Integration of the free and bound resonances gave the

species luoz (fpp) s] 2+ .s the predominant TJoz2+ ion in

solution. Solutions (tabte 4.5) \^rere prepared with

sufficient fpp to form [uo2(fpp)s]2+ and still have equal

proportions of free and bound fpp. Integrations in the

slow exchange timit for these solutions indicated that

the occupancy of the equatorial plane of the dioxouranium

VI ion was five fpp molecules and hence the ion in

solution was [uo2(fpp)s72+. (There is no proof that the

water molecule is displaced but as the favoured occupancy

of the equatorial region of lJO22+ is five replacement of

the H 20 by fpp is presumed to take place rather than

addition of fpp to give an occupancy of the equatorial

region of six. ) Several spectra hrere recorded (L2-20

scans) of a solution containing five moles of fpp for

every mole of rJOrz+. rn the temperature range 180-190 K

no peak for free fpp was observed so displacement of water

\^ras considered complete. The resonance due to water could
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not be detected because of the complex fpp spectra.

The temperatures at which the slow exchange limit

spectra \^/ere recorded for the various solutions (tab1e

4.5) varied from below 180 K for the most concentrated

solution to below 205 K for the least concentrated.

Similarly the coalescence region varied with concentration

from IB0-225 K to 205-240 K. Values extrapolated from

the slow exchange limit spectra were used to simulate

spectra in the coalescence region. Typical values (for

soln i, table 4.5) were; chemical shift difference

95.0 Hz over the temperature range, linewidth (which

varied with temperature as L/T) 7.0, 2.0 Hz (180 K) and

3.6, L.5 Hz (225 K) for bound and free resonances

respectively. As with hmpa an interpolation of 1" values

\^ras necessary to obtain values for all solutions at 5 K

intervals from 200'225 K to study the variation of rate

with the concentration of free fpp. This relationship

shows the exchange of fpp to occur via two pathways' one

concentration dependent the other concentration

independent. Rate and activation parameters (table 4"6)

and their errors were obtained by the method used for

hmpa.



TABLE 4.5

Solution composition of the fpp system

Solution [uoz (fpp) + (Hzo) 2+]o

mol dm-3
I rpp]

mol dm-3
lco2cn" 2l

-2moJ- dm J
N"

l-

aa

r_ar

l_v

V

vi

0.1857
0. 14 71

0.0924r
0.06841
0.03601
0.0r620

1. 154

0. 95 36

0.5927
0.3187
0 .2237
0.07547

11.45
L2.L2
13.59
14 .80
L4.95
L5.26

4.9
5.1
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.r

+

+

+

+

+

+

a Ad.ded as luo2 (fpp) + (Hzo) ] (cøo+) z.

b Added as fpp.

Number of fpp ligands in the first coordination sphere
of dioxouranium VI as determined. from a comparíson of
the integrated coordinated and free ligand resonance
areas.

TABLE 4.6

Kinetic parameters of the fpp system

k (210 K) 
ø orl o

kJ mol-l
trl o

J K-lmol-1

first order process

second order process

90.8 ! 4.5 s-I

340 t 26 dm3rpl-I"-1

24.O ! 2.4

32.L ! L.2

-90.4 t ll

-40.5 ! 6.4

Errors based on an estimated maximum uncertaint
rD the lifetime of the fpp molecule on Llrre tJO22D (details in discussion of hmpa).

IN
ion

q
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSS ION

5.1 Mechanism

The mechanism operating in a solvent (or ligand)

exchange process is best etucidated by a study of the rate

of reaction over a large concentration range. (This is

achieved by using an inert diluent to vary the

concentratíons of the solutions.) If the rate of exchange

\^ras, within experimental error, independent of free

solvent concentration then the rate determining step for

the solvent exchange would not involve the participation

of a free solvent molecule. Conversely, if the rate of

exchange, within experimental error, \^las dependent on the

free solvent concentration then the rate determining step

would involve a free solvent molecule. This in itself is

not sufficient to unambiguously assign an exchange

mechanism to a solvent exchange system because different

mechanistic schemes wi|l, under certain circumstances'

give the same observed rate dependence. The observation

of the order of reaction with respect to free solvent

concentration should not be made using solutions in which

there exists a vast excess of free solvent as the occupancy

of the outer coordination sphere by solvent molecules plays

an important part in determining the method of solvent
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exchange. This occupancy is affected by two factors.
A statistical factor relating the probability of solvent

molecules being in the outer coordination sphere to the

relative abundance of possible occupying molecules or

ions and a preferential factor relating the preference

each ion or molecule has for a site in the outer

coordination sphere. If the solutions always have a

Iarge excess of free solvent to metal ion the statistical

factor will dominate and the order of reaction will not

reflect the preference the solvent molecule may or may

not have for residing in the outer coordínation sphere.

The kinetics observed will be psuedo first order, always

independent of free solvent concentration. As all

solutions, for kinetic study, r,rrere prepared with

approximately equal proportions of free and bound solvent

this difficulty did not arise in this study.

For the solvent exchange process in which the rate

of exchange \¡ras, within experimental error, independent

of free solvent concentration (solvents dmso, dmf, tmu

and nma) two mechanisms are possible. These are referred

to as the dissociative (D) exchange mechanism and the

dissociative interchange (I¿) mechanism4 9. For the

former the reaction scheme is

uo2ss2*+*s;f;uo2sa2+ +s+irs ^IUOr't55u' 'fast

(where * is a topographical distinction only.)

+S
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The rate determining step is the breaking of a uranium-

solvent bond releasing a solvent molecule and creating an

intermediate of the form [uO2s +12+. In a subsequent fast

step a solvent molecule coordinates to the [uO2s 4f2+

species to reform the solvento complex. For this mechanism

k - k.ex

Alternatively, the exchange may proceed through a

mechanism in which the initial step is the formation of

an outer sphere complex between a free solvent molecule

and the uranium complex; an IU mechanism.

KassocÐUO2S s2* + *S UO2S52+<-fast

kex

kr*s
slor¡.r

uo2*ss42+ S

(where * is a topographical distinction on1y.)

The fast association to produce the outer sphere complex

may revert to the solvated complex in a fast step by the

loss of the associated solvent molecule or by a slow, rate

determining, step interchange one of the coordinated

solvent molecules with the outer sphere associated solvent

molecuIe. The rate law is

k'^u.="o" Is]/tr + Kassoc Is] )

where there is a free solvent concentration term in the

rate law and hence a rate dependence on free solvent

concentration. However, if 
^.""oc[S] 

¡¡ 1, the rate law

reduces to k^-- = k' where no dependence on free solventex
concentration wilt be observed. Alternatively if
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K ISI << I the rate law reduces to k krK-----ts]"assoc t-' ex assoc'
where a concentration dependence will be observed.

Therefore if those solvents, for which no concentration

dependence was observed, were to exchange via an Id

mechanism, the limiting conditiot *r==o"[t] >> I must ho1d.

The likelihood of the IU mechanism operating was estimated

by determining a value of Kr="o" for the solutions of

solvents which showed exchange to be independent of free

solvent concentration. The values of Kr="o", if 70-902

of the solvated complex was to exist as an outer sphere

association complex in the most dilute solutions used for

the various solvents, \^¡as of the ord.er lOO-1000 mo1-Idm3.

The value predicted, by the Fuoss equations0'51 based on

an interatomic distance of 0.7 r!fl, \¡/as 0.35 mol-Idm3.

The large discrepancy between experimental values and

predicted values indicates that the IU mechanism was

probably not the mechanism by which these solvents

exchanged.

The mechanism of solvent exchange on the dioxouranium

VI ion by the solvents dmf' nma and tmu was assigned as

the dissociative (D) mechanism. Because of the much

smaller concentration range used to study the dmso

exchange the assignment of a dissociative mechanism is

less certain.

The dissociative (D) mechanism implies the existence

of a reactive intermediate with coordination number

less than that for the stable complex in solution.

one

The
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trapping of this intermediate t or the isolation from the

reaction of a compound which could only be produced by the

intermediate, is usually considered proof of the reaction

proceeding via this mechanism. The form of solvent

exchange processes on labile metal ions does not lend

itself to the extraction of complexes reflecting the

structure of the reactive intermediate. Hot'rever, the

existence of different coordination numbers for the

uranium atom in the dioxouranium VI solvate complexes has

already been noted. Moreover, for the tmu ligand the

so1íd isotated is luoz (tmu) 41 (cl,ou) 2 whilst the species

existing in solution in the presence of free tmu is

luoz (tmu) s] 2+. The exchange of tmu on luoz (tmu) s] 2+ (via

a dissociative (D) mechanism) requires an intermediate of

the form [uoz(tmu)+]2+; a structure found both in

solution (non-coordinating diluent) and in the solid"

The postulation of a dissociative (D) mechanism for the tmu

system therefore seems reasonable. The other complex

isolated with four solvent molecules, IUo2 (hmpa) +] (Ct"o+) z,

did not exhibit the same characteristics in solvent

exchange as the tmu case" Nevertheless the existence of

these complexes and especially the existence of

[uo2(hmna)+]2+ in solution (even in the þresence of free

hmpa) suggests that a structure with four solvent molecules

coordinated is a plausible intermediate for solvent

exchange on complexes of the type Uo2S s2+.

For those solvents where the solvent exchange rate

varied with concentration of free solvent a plot of rate
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versus free solvent concentration was used to determine

the following rate laws.

4k"*luo2 (hmpa) u2+] = ¿ (kr * kz[hmpa] ) [uo, (hmpa) ,'*f

for hmpa and

s(kr t krlsI) luo,s,,*l5k UOt ,'r'*lex

where S = fpp or fpr. The k1 term is consistent with a

dissociative (D) mechanism because it has no concentration

dependence but because it has a value where there is no

free solvent it is not compatible with an IU mechanism.

The k2 term could characterise either a dissociative

interchange (f¿) mechanism or an associative (A) mechanism.

If the interchange mechanism is operating kz is expressed

by

k'^r"=o" lsl / (1 + Kassoc Is] )

For k2 to exhibit a linear dependence on free solvent

concentration the relationship Kr==o.[S] << I must ho1d.

As this is a dissociative process the major energetic

process is that of breaking a uranium-solvent bond in

the complex when there is a solvent molecule in the outer

coordination sphere. Vühen *.""o"[S] >> 1, as is like1y to

happen with concentrated solutions, the equation above

reduces to k2 = k' and k2 = k' - k1 unless the formation

of the outer sphere complex labilises the leaving ligand

toward dissociation. It can be seen from fig. 4.3 and

k
2
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,¿,J

fig. 4.5 that there is no signifícant indicati-on of k"*

approaching a limiting value at high [hmpa] or [fpr] for

the [uoz (frmpa) + ] 2* and Iuoz ( fpr) s ] 2+ systems respectively

and further that an IU mechanism requires k ' t;' k I .

Such a considerable labilisation of the leaving solvent

molecule towards dissocíation is not readily explained in

terms of an (Ia) mechanism. The k2 term is more plausibly

explained by an (A) mechanism. An associative process is

usually tested by varying the incoming ligand and finding

a rate dependence with respect to these ligands. This

stratagem is not applj-cab1e to solvent exchange. The

solvent hmpa has been reported to exchange via an (A)

mechanism on A,Q,(hmpa) +2+ 47 and to exchange on CoBr2(hmpa) z

and CoC.0z (hmpa) 2 via a rate equation of the form

rate = 2(kt * kz fhmpa] ) [CoCf,2 (hmpa) z1

in contrast to the exchange of 2-picoline and triphenyl-

phosphine (t) on CoLzCLz or CoL2Br2which occur through an

(A) mechanism only s 2 .

During the dissociative process an intermediate of

coordination number one less than that for the solvento

complex should be produced. For these three complexes

which exchange by this manner [uo2 (hmpa) +]2+, luoz (fpp) s] 2+

and [UO2 (fpr) 5] 2+ these intermediates would be of the form

fuo2(hmpa)s]2+, [uo2(fpp),*]2+ and luo2(rpr) '*]2+. The

complexes Iuo2 (hmp.) +] (c.a,o+)z and Iuo2 (tmu) +] (cl,o4) 2 have

been isolated demonstrating that four ligands in the

equatorial plane is favourable under some conditions.
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The solvents tmu, dmf, nma, tmp8, tep8, dmmp9 and dma10

form solvates of the form Uo2Ss2* and exchange through

a dissociative (D) mechanism so the postulation of this

mechanism for the k1 term of the exchange of fpr on

[UOz(fpr) s]2+ and fpp on [UOz(fpp) s]2+ is not unreasonable.

with hmpa the intermediate is of the form [uOzS3]2+ and

no evidence has been found to support a structure of this

type.

The assignment of an associative mechanism implies

that the reactive intermediate through which the complex

will pass will have a coordination number one greater

than the solvento complex. For hmpa exchange the reactive

intermediate should be Iuo2 (hmpa) s] 2+. The dioxouranium

VI íon has stable solvento complexes of this form 1UO2S52+)

for the solvents nma, dmf , dmso, tmp8, tep8, d.mmpg, dmal0

and fpr. The large nurnlcer suggest that the coordination

number of seven for the uranium atom is highly favourable.

That hmpa exchanges via a reactive intermediate of this

form should be plausible. The solvents fpp and fpr will

have intermediates of Uo2S62+ when they exchange via an

(A) mechanism. This structure has not been observed for

solvate complexes but an occupancy of the equatorial plane

by six oxygen atoms is well known for bidentate ligands

and will be discussed later (5.3).
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5.2 Actívation Parameters

The use of activation parameters only to assign a

mechanism to a solvent exchange process has been

questioned by several authors53'54. They have attempted

to explain that the activation parameters may not reflect

only changes taking place in the first coordination sphere

but may be influenced to greater or lesser degrees by

changes occurring throughout the solution due to the solvent

molecules exchanging. For this reason no attempt has

been made to deduce mechanisms solely in terms of the

values obtained for Ltll and Asl. The determination of

Aul and Äsl for a series of solvent exchange processes on

the dioxouranium VI ion does invite comparison of the

values for different solvents. Because the solvents hmpa,

fpp and fpr gave reaction rates which \^rere dependent on

solvent concentration the activation parameters for these

systems were determined differently from those where the

rate was independent of solvent concentration. The

activation parameters for the concentration dependent

pathway for these solvents were therefore not directly

comparable with those for the concentration independent

pathways. These solvents also have concentration

independent pathways but the treatment of the data to

obtain the activation parameters again varied from that

used for the solvents with only concentration independent

pathways. To ensure the best comparison only those

solvents which formed UO2Ss2* type complexes and exchanged
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solvent molecules via a concentration ind.ependent pathway

rtrere compared.

A plot of AHI versus Lsl (fig. 5.1) reveals that the

values of the various solvents lie in an approximately

straight 1ine. Furthermore the values for solvent

exchange on +2 metal ion lie on a straight line and those

for 4.03+ on yet another straight tine. A linear least

squares regression analysis (of the data plotted in fig.

5.1) to the equation LHI = TASI Acl yields values of

r (K) LGI (kJ mol-l)

296 t 15 54 .2 t g .4 for [uO2S s ] 2+

-324 -33 for [tus6l2+

-3I7 -75 for [Al,s6] !+

where M2* is l,tg2t or a divalent first row transition

element. (In the latter case allowance has been made for

crystal field stabilization energies.) As the surface

charge density is considered to be the major factor

determining the magnitude of LGI for a dissociative

Iigand exchangess-s7 an empirical determination of the

surface charge density observed by the equatorial ligands

on the dioxouranium VI ion can be made. The surface

charge density of the equatorial region of rJO22+ therefore

lies between that of the A'.0 3+ ion and the M2+ ions. To

maintain the overall charge of +2 the coord.inated axial

oxo ligands must carry a slight negative charge.

No conclusive evidence was found for the effect of
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the diluent on the activation parameters. For the tmu

system which utilized d2-dichtoromethane or d3-acetonitrile

as dil-uent no significant difference was observed in the

activation parameters. !{ith nma, however, a distinct

difference was observed between the activation of nma

exchange in d2-dichloromethane and d3-acetonitrile. In

the dmso system the chemical shift difference between free

and bound dmso increased by approximately 20 Hz when the

diluent was changed from dichloromethane/d3-acetonitrile

to d6-acetone. This variation would almost certainly lead

to d.ifferences in the activation parameters for dmso

exchange in these diluents. Unfortunately no parameters

could be obtained for the exchange in díchloromethane/

d3-acetonitrile diluent. Specific solvent diluent

interactions may be important in determining the activation

parameters.

5.3 Coordination number of uranium in dioxouranium Vf
complexes

The coordination number observed in the solid and in

solution, together with the kinetically implied reactive

intermediate (denoted *) for the solvents used to study

solvent exchange on the dioxouranium VI ion are tabled

below.

Coord. No. 5 hmpa*

Coord. No. 6 hmpa, tmu, dma*, dmf*, dmmp*, dmso*,

fpp*, fpr*, nma*, tep*, tmp*, tmu*.
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Coord. No. 7 dma,

nma,

dmf , dmmp, dmso, fpp, fpr,

tep, t*p, tmu, hmpa*.

Coord. No. 8 fpp*, fpr*

The salient feature of this table is that the coordination

numbers six and seven are greatly favoured. Because of

the relevance of the coordination numbers to the exchange

mechanism a study of the possible coordination numbers of

the uranium atom in a dioxouranium VT ion was undertaken.

Unfortunately few X-ray crystalographic studies have been

made on dioxouraníum VI solvates and hence little

information is available on bond lengths for various

coordination numbers in these complexes. However, a

considerable body of information has been reported on

general complexes of the dioxouranium VI ion and by

judicious selection, comparison is applicable to solvento

complexes. Because aII the solvents used for kinetic

studies bonded to the uranium via an oxygen atom only

those complexes where all donor atoms rtrere oxygen atoms

have been used. Furthermore, because the rigidity of

large multidentate ligands may force unusual stereo-

chemistry and coordination numbers on a metal ion the

choice of complexes has been restricted to bidentate or

unidentate ligands. The tist (Tab1e 5.1) is not an

exhaustive study of the literature available.

Of particular interest to this work is the

relationship between coordination number of the uranium

atom and the bond lengths of the uranium oxygen bonds.



TABLE 5.1

Compourid
Coordination

Number

bond
u-o

axial

olength (A)
u-o

equatorial
ref.

[uo2 {trrnpa) 4] (c¿o+) z

[uo2 {stt2o) zEzo) 2fzn2o

luo2 (H20) sl {croa) ,
(NHa) 2 @o) (c2oQ 2

(NHa) 2 (Jo) 2 (c2oa) 
3

fuo2 (u2o) (oc (NH2) z) +] (xoa) z

(NHa) 2 (uo2) (c2oa) 3

Na4 (Uo2) (o2) 3

Rb (uo2) (No3) 3

uo2 (No3) 2(H2o) 2

6

6

L.74

1.83

L.7I

L.77

r.77

L.78

L.69

1.88

1. 78

r-76

2.27

2-29

2.48

2.45

2.37

2.38

2.36

2.46

2.43,

2.28

2.48

2.45

2-49

(rutzo)

(u2o)

(urea)

(H20)

2.57

(tt2o¡

(No3)

L4

7

7

7

7

59

35

58

58

60

58

58

I

8

I

8

58

58

Values of bond lengths are averaged
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Alcock5B observed that for a given equatorial occupancy

by uni or bidentate oxygen donors there exists an inverse

relationship between the uranium axial oxo ligand bond

distance and the uranium equatorial bond disLance. The

variation in bond order of different ligands (reflected

in bond length) can therefore be compensated by a

corresponding variation in bond order of the axial

ligands. Similarly variations of overall bond order of

the equatorial bonds caused by differing occupancy of

that region could be compensated by variation of the

axial oxo ligands bond order. This occurrence would

greatly influence the stability of different complexes

and different coordination numbers.

An estímation of the rel-ative donating strengths of

various solvents can be obtained from the Gutmann donor

number6r,62 which can be used to estimate the relative

strength of the bond formed on coordination to the

dioxouranium Vf ion. The solvents used in this study f-or

which Gutmann donor numloers have been calculated are

HzO, 18; tmp, 23.0 t dmf , 30.9; dma, 32.2; dmso, 29.8¡

tmu, 29.6 and hmpa, 38.8. The strongest donor, hmpa,

forms a complex of the stoichiometry UO2S+2+ while the

other solvents form complexes of stoichiometry UO2S52+.

(Except the solid, luoz(tmu)a] (c[oa)z which converts to

[Uo2(tmu) 5]2+ itt solution in the presence of free tmu.)

The X-ray crystalographic data for complexes of hmpara

and Hzo 3s agree with the relative bond energies assigned

from the Gutmann donor number; the water molecules having
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longer bond lengths to the uranium than the hmpa molecules

but the axial oxo ligands being further from the uranium

when hmpa is coordinated. The difference in size between

H2O and hmpa gives rise to very different steric forces

when each is bound to the dioxouranium VI ion. However,

the solvent tmp of similar bulk to hmpa and of comparable

donor strength to H2o forms a complex luoz(tmp)s]2+ and so

steric hindrance does not appear to be the overriding

factor in the formation of a UO2S42+ complex with hmpa.

Upon dissolution in acetone the aquated dioxouranium

vr ion [uo2 (Hzo) s] (c[oa) 2 forms the [uo2 (H2o) +]2+ species33.

While the solid structure may be stabilized in part by

hydrogen bonding the same cannot be said of the tmu

species Iuoz (tmu) ,* ] 2+ and [uo2 (tmu) 5 f 2+ . The ability of

the dioxouranium VI ion to stabilize two different

coordination numbers for the same solvent reflects a

considerable self compensating mechanism to lower the

overall energy of whatever geometry is imposed upon it by

the bonding ligands. As the solution species for hmpa,

the strongest donor and most sterically hindered molecule,

and H2O, the weakest donor and least sterically hindered

molecule, are UO2S 42*, while those for solvents of

intermediate donor strength and size are UO2Sr2+ there

appears to be no correlation between donor Gutmann number

and coordination number. Nor does there appear to be a

correlation between donor strength and exchange rates or

activation parameters and such relationships' if found,

may be fortuitouso3 '64.
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5.4 Conclusion

The observed coordination number of the dioxouranium

Vï ion for any solvent is the result of a balance obtained

by the interaction of at least three different forces.

1. That between coordinated solvent molecules

(repulsion by steric hindrance or attraction

by hydrogen bondirg).

2. The strength of the bond formed between

solvent molecule and the uranium atom.

3. The bond strength of the axial oxo ligands.

The coordination number reflects the minimum energy

position for the total energy due to the three interactions.

The solvent exchange processes on the dioxouranium VI ion

are also a consequence of these interactions. Just as

the ground state of the solvate complexes are a result of

the balance of these forces, the coordination of solvents

in the reactive intermediate will reflect the balance of

the forces. Because of this balance it may well be

possible for two differing structures to give similar

energy minimizations for an activated state and hence

provide more than one reaction pathway by which solvent

exchange can take p1ace. The solvent exchange on the

dioxouranium VI ion therefore reflects a complex interplay

of the bond strengths and coordination numbers producing

a complex and varied pattern of exchange pathways and

mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 6

OBSERVATI ONS

6.1 Stability in air

All the complexes prepared were handled under dry

nitrogen as previous experience with dioxouranium VI solvate

complexes of tmp8, tep8, dmmpg and dmalo had demonstrated

that these solvate complexes decomposed rapidly on exposure

to atmospheric moisture. The pr:blication of the structure

of the compound [UOr(frmp.) +] (C.A,Or+) z included the information

that this compound was air stab1el4. This property was

confirmed with the compound prepared for these experiments.

The production of a series of dioxouranium VI solvate

complexes gave a unique opportunity to test qualitatively

the stability of the complexes in air. A smal1 quantity

of each complex was exposed to the air and its behaviour

observed over several days. The complexes produced with

dmf, nma, nmf and tmtu all gave distinct signs of

decomposition within several minutes. The solvents dmsot

tmu, hmpa and nmp, however, gave compounds which did not

decompose on exposure to atmospheric moisture for periods

of exposure of one month. The neat liquid fpr decomposed

slowly turning yellow but the solvento complex turned

brown only at the surface. This occurred when the compound

\^ras exposed to dry nitrogen only and kept in the dark.



Airial oxidation by the smaIl quantity

nitrogen is thought to be the cause of

The compound luoz (fpp) + (Hzo) ] (Cr.o4) 2

atmospheric moisture.

6L.

of oxygen in the

this decomposition.

\^ras stable to

6.2 uv-visible spectra

Over a period of many years considerable effort has

been expended on the study of the molecular spectra of the

dioxouranium VI ion. Some researchers have concentrated

on the aquated ion, varying the conditions, pH or

temperature of the solution and measuring the effect this

has on the spectrumls'65'66. others have attempted to

correlate and rationalize the variations in the symmetry

of the compound with variations found in the spectra of

widely differíng dioxouranium VI compounds6T-69.

The compounds prepared for this report are unique in

varying stightly in structure but retaining oxygen donor

atoms for all ligands. Moreover, all these compounds have

been isolated as solids, analysed and fully characterized

when dissolved in the solvent used to stud.y the uv-visible

spectra. The exact species in solution can therefore be

assigned with considerable confidence and the interpretation

of the spectra is not dependent on assumptions as to the

nature of the díoxouranium VI complex in solution.

Furthermore, by using dichloromethane or acetonitrile as

solvents hydrolysis of the lJoz2t ion is avoided.
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The spectra (fig. 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3) hrere recorded on a

Cary 14 spectrometer by A. Ekstrom at the Australian Atomíc

Energy Commission, Lucas Heights. Several features of the

spectra should be noted.

1. The similarity of spectra with very similar

ligands luoz (dmf ) 5 ] 2+ and luo2 (dma) s ] 2+;

[uo2 (nmf ) s ] 2+ and [uo2 (nma) 512+ .

2. The consistency of the change in going from the

N-methylamide to the N,N-dimethylamide in fig.

6 .1.

3. The variation in molar extinction coefficient

of the bands at -24 t000 wave number for

complexes with the same UO2S52+ stoichometry.

4. The low molar extinction coefficient of the

comprexes luoz (tmp) s ] 2+, luoz (d*p) s ] 2+ and

[uo2 (frmpa) ,* ] 2+ aLL of which coordinate to the

uranium by an oxygen atom bonded to a phosphorous

atom.

It is hoped that a greater understanding of the

molecular spectra of UO22+ will result from these spectra

particularly as they have demonstrated an amenability to

band analysis (see fig. 6.4) .
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CHAPTER /
EXPERIlVlENTAL

7.I Preparation and purification of compounds

7. I.1 Ligands

The liquids N,N-dimethylformamide (B.D.H.),

N-methylformamide (B.D.H. ), N-methylacetamide (e.o.H.),

N,N-diethylformamide (F1uka), d.imethylsulphoxide (Fluka)'

hexamethylphosphoramide (Koch-Light)' I,I,3, 3-tetramethyl-

urea (F1uka), N-methyL-2-pyrrolidone (F1uka),

N-formylpyrrolidine (r'tufa), N-formylpiperidine (F1uka)

and N,N-dimethylthioformamide (Aldrich) were distilled,

under reduced pressure onto Linde 4A molecular sieves-

To ensure dryness the liquids were stored over Linde 4A

molecular sieves and under a dry nitrogen atmosphere.

Triphenylphosphine oxide (Koch-Light) and

1r1r3,3-tetramethyt-2-thiourea (Fluka) were used without

further purification. Trimethylamine oxide was prepared

by the method of Giguere and Chj-n7o and dried over

phosphorous pentoxide.

7.L.2 Diluents

The deuterated solvents, d2-dichloromethane (CEA-

France and M.S.& D.), da-acetonitrile (CEA-France and
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M. S . & D. ) and d6-acetone (CEA-France) \^rere

dried over Linde 4A molecular sieves under

atmosphere.

distilled and

a dry nitrogen

7 .I.3 Metal complexes

trans -dioxopentaki s (N, N-dimethyl formamide ) uranium VI diperchlorate

Èran s -dioxopentaki s ( N-me thyl f ormamide ) uranium VI dipe rchlorate

trans -dioxopentaki s ( N-methylaceÈamide ) ur anium \II diper chlorate

trans-dioxopentakis ( dimethylsulphoxide) uranium VI diperchlorate

t rans -dioxote traki s ( he xamethylpho sphor ani de ) uranium VI dipe rchlorate

trans-dioxotetrakis ( 1, 1, 3, 3 -tetramethylurea) uranium VI diperchlorate

tran s -dioxopentaki s ( N- formylpyrrol idine ) uranium \II dipe rchlorate

trans-dioxo-4. 65 (N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone ) uranium VI diperchlorate

The above compounds \^/ere prepared by a method similar

to that of van Leewen and GroenveldTl and Karayannis

eL aL.72 Hydrated uranyl perchlorate (e. Frederick Smith)

\^ras dissolved in a twenty fold excess of triethylortho-

formate (Koch-Light) and the solution refluxed at 325 K

for two hours. After cooling, a slight stoichometric

excess of ligand was added. The complex precipitated,

either immediately or upon the addition of sodium dried

ether, and was filtered, washed with sodium dried ether

and dried with dry nitrogen before being vacuum dried for

several hours to remove any traces of solvents. Yields

were always in excess of 902. As all these complexes are

potentially explosive only small quantities \^Iere prepared

at one time. Exposure to light was kept to a minimum to
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reduce the chance of photochemical decomposition6 s. All
manipulations of the complexes were carried out in a d.ry

nitrogen atmosphere to avoid decomposition by atmospheric

moisture.

trans-dioxotetrakis (Èriphenylphosphine oxide) uranium VI diperchlorate

trans-dioxotetrakis (trimethylamine oxide) uranium VI diperchlorate

The preparation of these two complexes r,'ras the same

as the previous complexes except that the solid ligand was

dissolved in dry ethanol before addition to the

triethylorthoformate solution. (These complexes were

insoluble in inert diluents; the latter complex was

insoluble in water.)

trans -dioxoaquo tetraki s (N- formylpipe ridine ) uranium VI diperchlorate

The above method was used but the addition of sodium

dried ether did not precipitate a solid from the reaction

mixture. An oi1 collected on the bottom of the flask.
The solution was decanted from the oil and the oiI washed

many times, over a period of several weeks, with small

quantities of sodium dried ether before solid formed.

The yield was -60e".

trans -dioxotetraki s ( I, l, 3, 3 -tetramethyl -2 -thiourea ) uranium VI

diperchlorate

The preparations used above failed when tmtu was used

as the ligand. The triethylorthoformate solution, which

contained IUOz (etOH) *] 2+, ethanol, ethylformate and
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unchanged triethylorthoformate, \^/as reduced in volume on

a vacuum line until only a small quantity of a yelIow-

orange oil remained. This was dissolved in sodium dried

ether and the solid ligand added. The solution immediately

changed to an orange-red colour and an oil of similar but

darker colour formed on the bottom of the flask. More

sodium dried ether was added and the solution was stirred

and cooled in an icebath for several hours. A red powder

\^ras obtained on filtering the solution. Great care \^ras

needed to exclude water when handling this compound.

No method was found for the preparation of solid

complexes using the ligands NrN-diethylformamide and

NrN-dimethylthioformamide. Oils \^/ere formed, yellow in

the case of def and red with dmtf but a1l attempts to

solidify these oils failed.

7 .2 Analysis

Microanalyses v/ere performed by the Australian

Microanalysis Service, Melbourne. Uranium analyses (as

dioxouranium VI) hrere determined by the method of Voge173.

A known weight of complex was dissolved in water then

passed through a Dowex 50I¡rI ion exchange resin column.

The effluent v/as titrated with standardised sodium

hydroxide (see Table 7.1).



TABLE

Analysis of

7.r
Compounds

Compound
%P

orS

calculated for C1 pH25N5O ¡5Cf'2rJ

found [uo2 (nmf) s] (c[o4) 2

calculated for C15H35N5O1 5C.02U

found [uo2 (dmf) s] (clo4) 2

calculated for CISHgSNSOt 5C9,2îJ

found [uo2 {nma) sJ (cøou¡,

calculated for Ct OHg gO1555C.Q,2U

found [uo2 {amso) s] (cøo+) z

calculated for C2 qH4gNgO y4C9"2rJ

found [uo2 (tmu) q] (c[o4) 2

calculaÈed for C25H45N5O 1 5C9"2U

found [uo2 (fpr) sl {cøou) ,
calculated for C24ÍI'7 2N ¡ 20 1 4P4C.Q,2U

found [uo2 (rrmpa),*] (c¿o+) z

calculated for C24H46N4O1 5C.Q,2U

found [uo2 (fpp) au2o] (cÍ,oa) 2

calculated 'for C2 9H4gN9O1 gS4C1,2U

for.rrd [uo2 {tmtu) 4] (clo4) 2

calculated for 4.65 (C5H9NO) OI gC9"2V

for¡rd [uo2 (nmp) 4.6 s] (c[oa) 2

calculated for C12H36N4O ¡4C9.2U

found [uo2 {tmao),*] (c¿o,*) z

calculated for CZ ZHOgO1 4P4C.Q,2U

found [uo2 (tpro) +] (c¿o+) z

3I.14
3L.2L

28.53

28.27

28.53

27 .60

27.69

27 .75

25.50

25.L7

24.68

24-69

20.o7

L9.87

25.33

25.25

23.85

23.4

25.60

25.70

30.94
+n.a.

15 .05
+

n. a.

t5.72
15 .45

2L.59

2L.60

2L-59

2L.54

13.97

13 .90

25.73

26 -04

31. 13

30.70

24.3L

24-16

30.68

30.85

24.07

24-02

30.03

30.29

L8.73

r8.44

54-66

54-07

3.30

3. 41

4.23

4.L3

4.23

4.18

3.52

3.53

5.18

5.2L

4.70

4.59

6.L2

6. 13

4.93

4.99

4.85

5.06

4.54

4.53

4.72

4.93

3.82

3.93

9.L6

9.24

8.39

8.2L

8.39

8.50

12.00

11.84

7 .26

6.93

14. l8
14.54

5.96

5"88

LL.23

LT.02

7.00

6.94

7 .28

7.54

18.65

L8.4

10. 45

10. I

12. 85

12 -9

7. 83

8.0

*r,.-. = not available, these complexes have very low solubility in
water.
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7.3 Preparation of n.m.r. samples

The n.m.r. solutions \^/ere prepared by the addition of

weighed. quantities of complex, ligand and inert diluent

to a 2 cm3 or 5 cm3 volumetric ftask to give both molarity

and molality of the solutions. Dilutions were made by the

addition of inert diluents to weighed amounts of a

concentrated solution. The n.m.r. tubes \^¡ere sealed under

vacuum after the required volume of solution had been

added and degassed by several freeze thaw cycles under

vacuum. The n.m.r. spectra \^rere recorded as soon as

possible after the preparation of the solution to reduce

the chance of photochemical decompositionG 3. AIl glasswear

was baked in an oven at >370 K for several hours before

use and all transfers were performed under a dry nitrogen

atmosphere to ensure anhydrous solutions.

7.4 Instrumentation

The IH n.m.r. spectra \^/ere recorded on a Bruker

HX-90E high resolution n.m.r. spectrometer using a

deuterium lock. Temperature was controlled to 1 .3 K

within the range (170-340 K) used. In the pulse free

precession mode spectra \^rere the result of computer

averaging (Nicolet BNC-12) between two and 15 sweeps

depending on the concentration of the solution. The

spectra hlere recorded digitally either on paper tape which

\^ras fed into a CDC 6400 computer prior to simulation by a

Iineshape generating computer progralnme adapted from
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pnblished methods74,'7s or recorded onto a Diablo disc

storage and simulated using the BNC-12 computer. The

pulse fourier transform mode was used for very dilute

sotutions. A 4K btock of data was accumulated and the

first 1 K of data which contained the relevant kinetic

information was stored in the disc system. Up to 300

scans hlere required.

Infra-red spectra \^lere recorded using NaCL plates

cells on a Perkin Elmer 451 recording spectrometer.

Vapour phase osmometry measurements \^lere made on a

Hewlett Packard 3028 Vapour Phase Osmometer.

or
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